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Variable Development of Dryland Agriculture
in Hawai‘i

A Fine-Grained Chronology from the Kohala Field System, Hawai‘i Island

by Thegn N. Ladefoged and Michael W. Graves

Research in the leeward Kohala dryland agricultural field system on Hawai‘i Island provides the
opportunity to develop a fine-grained chronology for its development—both expansion and inten-
sification—using a combination of chronometric and relative dating. Two pathways for agricultural
development are identified for this field system, the first beginning as early as the fourteenth century
and the second after the mid-seventeenth century. This chronology, combined with dating for res-
idential features, religious sites, and territorial boundaries, makes it possible to link agricultural
change with social and political dynamics in the late prehistoric period. This sequence is compared
to four other relatively well-dated dryland field systems on the islands of Maui, Moloka‘i, and Hawai‘i.
These systems can be assigned to either of the two pathways identified for Kohala, suggesting that
dryland agricultural strategies can be sorted into (1) an earlier expansion and subsequent intensi-
fication in areas where conditions were better suited for such practices and (2) a later, more rapid
expansion into and more limited intensification of areas associated with greater costs or risks. The
second and later pathway for agricultural development is linked to earlier increases in populations
living in more optimal locations, movement or expansion of these populations into marginal zones,
regional population integration, and increasing surplus demands to fund chiefly ambitions involving
territorial expansion.

Hawai‘i, along with Tonga and the Society Islands, represents
the apex in the development of traditional social complexity
in Polynesia. This is commonly reflected in authoritarian and
coercive political power, differentiation among social classes
and territorially based social groups, development of a reli-
gious system that reinforced social differentiation and political
power, the emergence of competition and aggression between
groups, and economic and subsistence intensification. Con-
clusions drawn from Polynesian archaeological and historical
examples are employed as models in a variety of other contexts
throughout the world (see Diamond 2005 and Wright 2005
for recent popular examples). This means that studies of Poly-
nesian social complexity must be carefully designed and im-
plemented. In Hawai‘i, archaeological interpretations of emer-
gent and elaborated social complexity contend with various
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transformational pathways and a multitude of relationships
linking diverse social and natural processes (Kirch 2007; Kirch
et al. 2007). Some archaeologists have focused on dating the
onset or establishment of and changes to monumental reli-
gious architecture (known as heiau) to track the expansion
of chiefly based political prerogatives (Kolb 1992, 1994a,
1994b, 1997, 1999, 2006; Graves and Cachola-Abad 1996;
Kirch and Sharp 2005; Mulrooney and Ladefoged 2005; Weis-
ler et al. 2006). It is, however, clear that both the labor to
build monumental architecture and the ability of chiefs to
enlarge their political authority were based in part on devel-
opments in agricultural and resource intensification. Agri-
cultural development took several forms in Hawai‘i and op-
erated under varying conditions or constraints, and it
provided feedback loops to political processes involving com-
petition and cooperation.

The two primary forms of traditional agriculture were wet-
land and dryland. Taro (Colocasia esculenta) was grown in
flooded pondfields (lo‘i) and was the main staple in wet wind-
ward areas. A number of archaeological studies (Kirch 1971;
Kirch and Kelly 1975; Earle 1978; Allen 1991; Kirch and Sah-
lins 1992; Kirch and McCoy 2007; McElroy 2007) have been
conducted in wetland systems, revealing their relatively early
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Figure 1. Well-documented dryland agricultural systems in Hawai‘i.

date of construction and establishing their limited geographic
scale on the older, more dissected islands of O‘ahu and Kaua‘i
and in wetter regimes on islands such as Hawai‘i, Maui, and
Moloka‘i.

Sweet potato and dryland taro were grown in intensified
dryland systems in areas characterized as more arid, less dis-
sected, and with younger geologic substrates (Kirch 1994;
Vitousek et al. 2004). Five major dryland agricultural systems
have been studied on three islands (fig. 1): the Kohala, Kona,
and Waimea systems on Hawai‘i Island, the Kahikinui system
on Maui, and the Kalaupapa system on Moloka‘i. A number
of other dryland systems are now known from aerial pho-
tographs in the southern Ka‘ū district on Hawai‘i Island, and
coastal Kaupō and upland Kula districts on Maui. The large
individual size of these systems (upward of 60–80 km2 in

some cases) produces challenges for archaeologists who wish
to study their dynamics and functioning. In this paper, we
identify the methodological and substantive issues that ac-
company research on agriculturally based archaeological fea-
tures distributed over sizeable leeward areas.

One of the most daunting issues in studies of prehistoric
agriculture is the dating of various events. Dryland agricul-
tural development involved two distinct processes: expansion
into new areas and the intensification of previously established
areas to boost outputs (Leach 1999; Ladefoged et al. 2003;
Kirch 2006). Leach (1999) correctly distinguishes the process
of intensification from the level of agricultural intensity.
Expansion-related development occurred at various levels of
labor intensity. At one end of the spectrum, it involved limited
slash-and-burn horticultural activities without the construc-
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Figure 2. A portion of the leeward Kohala field system, looking to the
south, with agricultural walls and earth embankments running perpen-
dicular to the slope and trails parallel to the slope.

tion of infrastructural improvements. At the other end, ex-
pansion involved constructing walls, embankments, and other
infrastructure to define a series of fixed field plots in previ-
ously unoccupied areas. In contrast to expansion-related ag-
ricultural development is the process of intensification, where
the outputs of fixed areas of previously established land are
increased over time through various mechanisms. These in-
cluded increased cropping cycles through labor expenditure
on mulching, weeding, or other gardening activities and the
construction of architectural components (such as rock walls,
earth embankments, terraces, enclosures, and trails) to create
landesque capital improvements. To document dryland ag-
ricultural development, it is necessary to distinguish agricul-
tural expansion of new areas at various levels of intensity from
diachronic intensification through energy expenditure within
a fixed plot of land.

Deriving fine-grained chronologies for Hawai‘ian dryland
agricultural developments has been problematic. Large num-
bers of chronometric estimates distributed across locations
reflecting agricultural dynamics are required. Studies of the
five major dryland agricultural systems have produced broad
chronologies based on radiocarbon determinations for the
Kohala, Kona, Waimea, and Kalaupapa systems and a tighter
chronology based on both radiocarbon and thorium-230
dates in Kahikinui (see below). These dates can tell us about
the onset of agricultural expansion into new areas and the
duration of agricultural usage. But in all of these cases it is
difficult to link dates to specific events associated with agri-
cultural intensification and to distinguish it from some forms

of expansion that involved intensified dryland farming. In an
effort to better understand prehistoric Hawai‘ian dryland ag-
ricultural practices, we propose a fine-grained chronology for
change based on relative and absolute dating techniques in
the southern portion of the large dryland system of leeward
Kohala. Our strategy allows us to link spatially distinct chro-
nometric dates via relative dating of agricultural infrastructure
(i.e., field border walls and trails that define fields), religious
structures, and territorial boundaries.

Our recent research in Kohala focused on a large-scale,
integrative study of the leeward Kohala field system (LKFS),
one of the largest dryland field systems in the islands (fig. 2).
This work illustrates the reliability and feasibility of tracking
both expansion and intensification of dryland agriculture and
other social processes, using both relative and chronometric
dating methods. Our results expand the spatial scale of anal-
ysis and document the timing and rate of change in agricul-
tural development in the southern portion of the LKFS, and
we link these to changes in social and religious organization
in this leeward part of the island. Our research emphasizes
the differences—in timing, in sequencing, in organization—
of agricultural and sociopolitical dynamics among Hawai‘i,
Maui, and Moloka‘i islands while at the same time demon-
strating the similar end points for these islands in the late
eighteenth century.

The Kohala data allow us to discuss processual and com-
parative issues that link dryland agriculture in the Hawai‘ian
archipelago. Two general developmental pathways for agri-
culture are identified, one based on optimality and/or effort
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and a second focused on areas of greater risk. The first path-
way involves earlier and extended periods of intensification,
whereas the second involves more rapid expansion and de-
velopment of highly intensified systems. Within the second
pathway, there is variation in the degree to which infrastruc-
tural improvements were constructed. We link each of these
pathways to the pattern of sociopolitical change, focused par-
ticularly on Maui and Hawai‘i Island. We suggest that the
latter agricultural pathway is associated with a period of more
intense intergroup and interisland aggression, conditioned in
part by greater risk and the concomitant opportunity for
territorial integration.

In the following, we discuss the development of five Ha-
wai‘ian dryland agricultural systems. There has been substan-
tial research in these areas, but the inability to integrate rel-
ative and absolute dating techniques has resulted in
chronologies that lack precision. We then turn the focus to
the LKFS, where we developed relative and absolute chro-
nologies based on several data sets and the results of 33 new
radiocarbon determinations. Incorporating these new data en-
able us for the first time to document fine-grained environ-
mental and social processes in the area. We conclude the paper
by noting the similarities and differences between the LKFS
and the other four well-documented dryland agricultural sys-
tems, and we suggest that there is more variation in the de-
velopment of these areas than previously recognized.

The Timing of Hawai‘ian Dryland
Agricultural Development

Archaeological features associated with dryland agricultural
systems have been studied on the younger, less weathered,
and larger islands of Hawai‘i Island and Maui for more than
30 years (see the early works of Soehren and Newman 1968;
Pearson 1969; Newman 1970; Rosendahl 1972, 1994; Tuggle
and Griffin 1973; Pearsall and Trimble 1984; Schilt 1984; Clark
1987 ). Over 20 years ago, Kirch (1985, 305) synthesized much
of the earlier literature and proposed that the period from
AD 1100 to 1650 was when “rapid agricultural expansion
(occurred in leeward areas), as dryland forests and scrub were
cleared and various kinds of field systems were laid out.” In
particular, Kirch (1985) suggested that the Kona and Kohala
systems were established by ca. AD 1400.

More recent work in the dryland field systems has, however,
begun to revise these initial chronological estimates and define
differential developments in various leeward areas. Productive
variability in leeward Hawai‘i was influenced to a large extent
by annual rainfall, elevation, and the age and fertility of geo-
logic substrates. In addition, the relative distance to the coast
influenced the suitability of an area for growing, harvesting,
and distributing crops. Certain leeward areas were more mar-
ginal than other leeward areas for a variety of reasons, in-
cluding the characteristics that they received either too little
or too much rainfall, contained soils that were too old (i.e.,
weathered) or too young (and thus relatively unproductive),

or were located at higher elevations with cooler temperatures,
and/or greater distances from the coast.

Of the five dryland systems that have been well docu-
mented, the Waimea Agricultural System in South Kohala is
the farthest inland. It was initially investigated by Clark, Kirch,
and colleagues in the 1970s and 80s (Clark and Kirch 1983;
Clark 1987). They identified irrigated and dryland agricultural
fields in this system and inferred that both were prehistoric
in age. Burtchard and Tomonari-Tuggle’s (2004) more recent
study reevaluates this research and concludes that “limited,
short-term or seasonal residence” was established in the area
by the mid-1400s. They suggest that there is substantial evi-
dence of occupation from “AD 1600 to 1700, lingering into
the early postcontact period.” The Waimea Agricultural Sys-
tem is noted for a series of earthen field ridges that are thought
to have formed as a result of sediment accumulation at the
base of windbreaks that were used for agricultural purposes.
There are only six radiocarbon dates associated with earthen
field ridges, and as Burtchard and Tomonari-Tuggle (2004,
64) note, they are difficult to interpret, but the dates suggest
the possible origin of the field ridges as “early as the late AD
1400s” with continued use into the early postcontact era. In
contrast to the earlier work of Clark and Kirch (1983) and
Clark (1987), Burtchard and Tomonari-Tuggle (2004) con-
clude that the irrigated agricultural features in the area are a
post-European contact development.

A considerable amount of archeological research in the
Kona field system has established the broad outlines of oc-
cupation in the area (see Schilt 1984 and Kirch 1985 for
reviews of the earlier work and Allen 2001, 2004, for reviews
of more recent work). Allen’s (2001, 2004) work in the Amy
Greenwell Botanical Garden located in the heart of the field
system provides the best estimates for its chronology. Exca-
vations in the Greenwell Garden dated the first residential
activities at ca. AD 1400–1650 (Allen 2004, 208). The earliest
documented agricultural features are terraces or low walls that
are oriented perpendicular to the slope and that date to an
interval between AD 1472 and 1645. The Kona field system
is best known for a series of rock walls referred to as kuaiwi
that are widely distributed on the surface and are oriented
parallel to the slope. These were major agricultural features
used for planting and plot boundaries. Allen’s (2004, 217)
results suggest that the kuaiwi in the area are “securely placed
at sometime after the fifteenth century AD, and most likely
in the sixteenth or seventeenth century AD.” Furthermore,
she notes, “After 1600 AD, there are no further capital im-
provements indicated at Greenwell Garden” (Allen 2004, 219).
However, additional research from outside the Greenwell Gar-
den area of the Kona field system (e.g., Kawachi 1989) suggests
that further infrastructural improvements occurred during the
eighteenth century into the historic era.

In the LKFS, the earlier work of Rosendahl (1972, 1994)
suggested the gradual development of the central Lapakahi
portion of the field system over a period from AD 1400 to
1800 (see Kirch 1985 for a brief summary). Recent contract
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Figure 3. Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the central to northern por-
tions of the LKFS (calibrated with OxCal 3.10; Bronk Ramsey 1995, 2001,
2005).

work has produced a range of dates, and Graves et al. (2006)
point out that both the 10 radiocarbon determinations re-
ported by Rosendahl (1972) and the 18 dates from recent
contract work (Hammett and Borthwick 1986; Adams and
Athens 1994; Wuzen and Goodfellow 1995) in the central to
northern portions of the LKFS document residential and ag-
ricultural features from ca. AD 1450 onward (fig. 3). Our
radiocarbon determinations from the southern portion of the
field system are presented in detail below, but these indicate
a substantially later development of the southern portion of
the LKFS.

McCoy’s recent work on the Kalaupapa peninsula of Mo-
loka‘i has documented the development of the Kalaupapa
dryland field system (Kirch 2002; McCoy 2002, 2003, 2004,
2005a, 2005b, 2006, 2008; McCoy and Hartshorn 2007). Mc-
Coy’s extensive work and analysis of 27 radiocarbon dates
suggests that “there are clear signs of the development of a
large-scale agricultural field system that occupied the entire

Kalaupapa Peninsula” after AD 1450–1550 (McCoy 2008, 22,
23). Significantly, none of the residential features on the pen-
insula date to before AD 1650, and it is not until after this
time that “settlement expanded onto the peninsula itself”
(McCoy 2008, 23).

In Kahikinui on Maui, recent research (Dixon et al. 1997,
1999; Kirch 1997, 2004; Kolb and Radewagen 1997; Kolb and
Snead 1997; Kirch et al. 2004, 2005; Coil and Kirch 2005;
Kirch and Sharp 2005) has documented the earliest evidence
of swidden cultivation and residential features in the area as
early as AD 1420, with continued development until ca. AD
1640. After AD 1640 there were significant developments with
more permanent residential occupation, a relatively sudden
surge in the construction of religious features, and the ex-
pansion and intensification of agricultural activities. Much
less of the area, however, was ever converted to fixed field
agricultural features, as has been found in most other leeward
systems.
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Figure 4. The distribution of the leeward Kohala field system in relation
to elevation and rainfall isohyets.

In sum, there are age estimates for the development of the
five major dryland agricultural systems that have been inten-
sively investigated. These suggest that some leeward areas were
initially occupied during the fifteenth century and developed
for agriculture earlier than other areas, whereas other systems
were not permanently occupied until the mid-seventeenth
century. While these estimates are useful, none of these studies
have derived fine-grained estimates (by combining both rel-
ative and absolute dating techniques) and applied them to
residential, religious, and agricultural features. New data from
Kohala allows us to do this, and it is thus possible to consider
changes in sociopolitical, religious, and demographic pro-
cesses in far more detail than ever before.

Leeward Kohala Field System

The leeward Kohala field system, located on the western side
of northern Hawai‘i Island, was one of the most intensive
and productive precontact dryland agricultural systems in the
Hawai‘ian archipelago (fig. 4). This ca. -km field system3 # 20
covers an area of ca. 60 km2 and is in a zone that receives
between ca. 750 and 1900 mm of rain annually. The spatial
distribution and productivity of the agricultural field system
is primarily limited by rainfall, elevation, and soil nutrient
levels in conjunction with the effects of extremely strong
tradewinds (for details, see Ladefoged et al. 1996, 2003, 2008;
Ladefoged and Graves 2000, 2005, 2006, 2007; Vitousek et al.
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2004; Lee et al. 2006). The field system consists of a series of
agricultural walls and embankments and a network of trails
and contains a high density of residential, religious, animal
husbandry, and additional smaller agricultural features. Over-
laying these precontact features is a range of early historic
ranching enclosures and homesteads. The walls and trails
throughout the field system are orientated in a grid pattern
of plots that were used to grow a variety of crops, with sweet
potato (Ipomea batatas) probably dominating this regime. In
general, the agricultural walls are orientated perpendicular to
the slope and would have reduced evapotranspiration and
provided physical protection for the crops from the strong
northeast winds. Trails are oriented parallel to the slope and
would have provided access between coastal settlements and
the upland agricultural areas and in some instances would
have defined social boundaries (see Cordy and Kascho 1980;
Ladefoged and Graves 2006). Our attempts to investigate the
development of intensive agriculture (Ladefoged et al. 1996,
2003, 2005; Ladefoged and Graves 2000; Vitousek et al. 2004;
Meyer et al. 2007) within the context of far-reaching prehis-
toric sociopolitical, religious, and demographic change (Lade-
foged and Graves 2005, 2006, 2007; Mulrooney and Ladefoged
2005; Ladefoged et al. 2008) have been complicated by the
large numbers of features and the palimpsest nature of the
archaeological landscape. In the past we have defined relative
chronologies for a number of archaeological materials and
linked these to cultural processes, and when these are com-
bined with the results of recent radiocarbon determinations,
we are now in the position to link these various chronologies
and decipher this palimpsest landscape.

Relative Chronologies of Development in
the LKFS

Relative dating has been successfully used in leeward Kohala
to add a temporal dimension to the interpretation of the
archaeological record of agricultural development and human
occupation. Agricultural development has been ordered by
deriving a chronology based on the spatial relationship of
walls and trails and the relative nutrient levels of sediments
underlying agricultural walls. A chronology for changing ter-
ritories has been defined on spatial relationships between
boundaries, and a relative chronology for religious activities
has been proposed on the basis of a seriation of temple ar-
chitectural traits. Paleodemography has been modeled by as-
sociating residential features with patterns of agricultural de-
velopment. These studies are briefly reviewed before
integrating the findings with the results of the 33 new radio-
carbon determinations.

We monitored the relative development of agriculture in
the LKFS in several ways. Rosendahl (1972, 1994; and see
Kirch 1984, 1985) was the first to note that the spatial rela-
tionship of walls and trails reflected the creation and subse-
quent division of agricultural plots, and he suggested that
subdivision of land could be detected through the construc-

tion of additional abutting or offsetting walls and trails. Lad-
efoged and Graves (2000) employed this idea to generalize
that the subdivision of plots produced a situation where earlier
walls should be longer in length than later walls. Using aerial
photograph geographic information system data to estimate
wall length, we defined three periods of agricultural devel-
opment in the field system, with the southern portion char-
acterized by the shortest walls, which we concluded were con-
structed primarily during the latest phase of precontact
agricultural development. We suggested that this southern
area was developed as demands for increased surplus pro-
duction grew and with the establishment of new levels of
competition between complex chiefdoms in Hawai‘i. McCoy
(2000) and Ladefoged et al. (2003) refined this relative chro-
nology using fine-grained global positioning system survey
data from the southern and central portions of the field system
to differentiate the processes of agricultural expansion and
intensification. The methodology of Ladefoged et al. (2003)
relied upon a detailed examination of the relationship of walls
and trails to order architectural elements based on the prin-
ciples that walls will predate the trails that intersect (i.e., cross)
them and that walls will postdate or date to the same time
interval as trails they abut. Using these principles, Ladefoged
et al. (2003) stated a set of criteria for deriving the relative
order of agricultural development and identified multiple
phases of expansion and intensification within three locations
of the LKFS.

One of the limitations of our relative chronology of agri-
cultural development is that though it is logically rigorous, it
cannot by itself provide a test of the accuracy or the temporal
direction of the order produced. Independent evidence is re-
quired to accomplish this. One previous attempt to develop
such data is Meyer et al. (2007), who measured the nutrient
levels (using resin-P and the ratio of P to Nb) in sediments
under agricultural walls. They reasoned that sediments under
older walls should have higher nutrient levels than sediments
under younger walls since farming probably depleted the nu-
trients of the soils, with subsequent wall construction capping
or sealing the existing nutrients within a plot under the wall.
Their results support the agricultural development ordering
technique and the proposition that agricultural harvesting
depleted nutrient levels in the soils as agricultural intensifi-
cation increased.

Relative chronologies were also used to model changing
territorial boundaries (Ladefoged and Graves 2006) and in-
creased religious activities in the uplands of the southern LKFS
(Mulrooney 2004; Mulrooney and Ladefoged 2005). Lade-
foged and Graves (2006) documented the subdivision of larger
territories into smaller social units by analyzing the spatial
relationship of boundary markers such as trails and the ahu-
pua‘a (or community) boundaries depicted on maps first re-
corded in the mid-nineteenth century. We established that a
series of nine larger territories were subdivided over a period
of probably several hundred years into 35 smaller-sized com-
munity territories that were present by the early 1800s.
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Recent modeling of life expectancy and surplus production
in these territorial units suggests that the optimal configu-
ration for life expectancy in the area was achieved when it
was divided into 14 territories (Ladefoged et al. 2008; also see
Lee et al. 2006). At European contact, the area containing the
LKFS was divided into 32 territories, which lowered average
life expectancy and increased levels of spatial variability in
surplus production. This territorial configuration, however,
maximized average yearly surplus and reduced its temporal
variability, providing elite managers the opportunity to mon-
itor production and control the redistribution of resources.

The dynamic territoriality in the area was combined with
a seriation of architectural design traits (based on work by
Graves and Cachola-Abad 1996) for temples (heiau) in the
LKFS uplands. By doing this, Mulrooney and Ladefoged
(2005; also see Mulrooney 2004) documented a four-phase
development of religious activities, concluding that the de-
lineation of smaller territories containing newly constructed
temples probably reflects increased managerial control and
religious activity associated with the production of agricultural
surpluses.

Paleodemographic trends were also modeled through the
association of residential features with changing agricultural
plots (Ladefoged and Graves 2007). Because of the meth-
odological challenges of linking specific residential features to
agricultural activities, these results should be considered pre-
liminary and should be interpreted with caution. The data
does suggest, however, that population growth in the southern
LKFS slowed over time, whereas agricultural production con-
tinued to increase throughout the span of prehistoric devel-
opment. This in turn suggests that the amount of agricultural
surplus relative to the needs of farmers increased during the
later phases of occupation.

Radiocarbon Dates from the Southern
LKFS

While these relative chronologies are useful in estimating the
relative order of temporal change, the timing (in calendrical
years) of events and processes must be grounded by absolute
dating methods. The results of 33 accelerator mass spectrom-
etry (AMS) radiocarbon determinations from agricultural,
residential, and religious contexts in the southern portion of
the LKFS provide this foundation (table 1). Most of these
determinations were made on short-lived species, although
in a few cases, identifications were ambiguous, making it pos-
sible that long-lived species were dated. Of the 33 dates, 25
are associated with agricultural features (fig. 5; also see table
1 samples with “T” in the provenance heading). Nineteen of
the 25 agricultural dates are on charcoal recovered from
trenches that were mechanically excavated perpendicularly
through earthen and rock walls associated with fixed fields.
The profiles of the trenches were cut back by hand and stra-
tigraphy was recorded. Charcoal was recovered from the sides
of these trenches, underneath the walls in soils that show clear

signs of clearing or cultivation, such as digging stick holes,
churned sediments, and charcoal lenses or flecking. We hy-
pothesize that these samples date agricultural or clearance
activities in field plots used before the construction of the
overlying walls and that the dated charcoal was the result of
intentional burning of native vegetation or fallow fields. Some
of this charcoal was subsequently mixed into the cultivation
layer. The charcoal samples presented here date activities that
occurred before the construction of the agricultural walls.
Four of the 25 dates come from underneath rock and earthen
trails that cross the field system. We suspect that this charcoal
was the result of gardening activities that predate the con-
struction of the trails. Finally, two of the 25 specimens are
direct dates on probable charred fragments of sweet potato
(see Ladefoged et al. 2005).

Although it is probable that people utilized the southern
Kohala uplands on a near-continuous basis after this area was
converted to agriculture, the 25 dates associated with gar-
dening activities can be divided into three groups (see fig. 5).
The first group includes three dates (Kohala radiocarbon sam-
ples [KRC] 10, 16, 24) that have 2-sigma calibrations ex-
tending from ca. AD 1270 to AD 1420. Notably, dates KRC
10 and 16 are on charcoal that was identified only as dicot
wood, and therefore, these determinations could reflect the
dating of old wood. However, KRC 24 is from a piece of
probable sweet potato and provides good evidence of culti-
vation in the area as early as AD 1290 (see Ladefoged et al.
2005). KRC 11 is another piece of charcoal that could be
identified only to the level of dicot wood and that has a 2-
sigma calibration of AD 1310 to 1460, an interval overlapping
the first and second group of dates. The 2-sigma calibrations
of the second group of 10 dates (KRC 1–3, 7, 9, 12, 17–19,
23) have high probabilities in the AD 1420 to AD 1670 range.
One date, KRC 6, bridges the second and third group of dates,
and has a 2-sigma calibration range of AD 1510 to AD 1960,
although there is a higher probability that the charcoal dates
to before AD 1810. Ten dates associated with agriculture (KRC
4, 5, 8, 13–15, 20–22, 33) have 2-sigma calibrations that span
from as early as AD 1630 into the historic period. None of
these later samples were associated with features that pro-
duced Euro-American artifacts, suggesting none of these field
borders were constructed later than the early 1800s. In sum,
the approximate calibrated age ranges for dates associated
with agricultural contexts include a group 1 estimate of AD
1270 to AD 1420, a group 2 estimate of AD 1420 to AD 1650,
and a group 3 estimate of AD 1630 to the early 1800s.

In addition to the 25 radiocarbon dates associated with
agricultural contexts, there are seven AMS radiocarbon dates
associated with residential features in the area (table 1; fig.
6). All of these dates are on charcoal from four slab-lined and
three scoop hearths. Three of the slab-lined hearths (associ-
ated with KRC 25–27) were visible on the surface; one (as-
sociated with KRC 28) was encountered in the subsurface
excavations, as were all three scoop hearths (associated with
KRC 30–32). All but one of the hearths were located within
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the perimeter of the foundations that define these features.
We sampled the interior ash and charcoal for each hearth,
thus dating its probable last usage. Of the seven features, four
are enclosures, one is a low-walled three-sided enclosure with
an abutting terrace, one is a platform with a hearth imme-
diately adjacent to it, and one is a rock overhang associated
with a residential terrace. The 2-sigma calibrations of all the
dates extend from the mid-seventeenth century into the his-
toric period and match fairly closely the group 3 latest ag-
ricultural dates. The two surface slab-lined hearths and the
scoop hearth adjacent to the platform are among the most
recent of these dates whose calibrated ranges could extend
into the early nineteenth century; all of the other subsurface
slab-lined or scoop hearths date somewhat earlier, and their
calibrated ranges do not significantly extend into the nine-
teenth century.

There is one radiocarbon determination (KRC 26) from a
feature that has been interpreted as a heiau or temple (heiau
H1, referred to in Mulrooney and Ladefoged 2005; see fig.
5). The radiocarbon determination is on charcoal recovered
from a -m test unit excavated adjacent to the back wall1 # 1
of the structure. The date has a 2-sigma calibration extending
from AD 1660 into the historic era.

The Synthesis of Relative and Absolute
Dating in the LKFS

The radiocarbon dates from underneath the agricultural walls
and trails, within hearths associated with residential features,
and the fill of a temple all date different behavioral activities.
The charcoal from underneath the walls and trails represents
a terminus ante quem date, that is, the earliest date before
which these architectural features could have been con-
structed; the walls and trails could have been built at the same
time or later than these dates indicate. The charcoal from
hearths within the residential features represents a terminus
post quem date, that is, the latest date we have for occupation
of the feature, as hearths were often repeatedly used and
cleaned out. The radiocarbon date on charcoal from the fill
of the temple probably represents the construction of the
feature. Because of the differences in the associations between
the radiocarbon dates and the architectural features our ability
to link the radiocarbon dating of three classes of architecture
is limited, however, the results do provide indicative temporal
associations.

Twenty-one of the radiocarbon determinations associated
with agricultural activities come from the inland portions of
Kahua 1 and Pahinahina ahupua‘a, an area within the south-
ern LKFS where we developed detailed models of agricultural
development (fig. 4; area depicted as detailed study area). A
series of 17 radiocarbon determinations (KRC 1–8, 12–15,
and 19–23) are associated with the series of walls and trails
shown in figure 7. The spatial relationships between walls and
trails have been used to define five stages of agricultural de-
velopment, labeled according to the building phases shown

in figure 7, with phase 1 being the earliest and phase 5 the
most recent. Radiocarbon samples KRC 1, 2, and 3 come
from layers underneath the phase 1 walls; KRC 1 has a high
probability of dating between AD 1480 and 1670, and KRC
2 and 3 have high 2-sigma probabilities of dating between
approximately AD 1410 to 1630. These dates suggest that the
construction of the earliest agricultural features in the area
took place sometime after AD 1410 or perhaps as late as AD
1480. A number of other walls assigned to the later building
phases 2–5 were constructed on top of layers that have simi-
lar 2-sigma calibrations (mid-fifteenth to mid-seventeenth-
century range; KRC 7, 12, 19, 23). These radiocarbon deter-
minations are consistent with the relative chronology and
indicate that these phases of agricultural development took
place possibly as early as the mid-fifteenth century AD. This
age estimate, however, may be refined by considering the 2-
sigma calibrations of eight other dates: KRC 4, 6, 8, 13–15,
20, and 21. KRC 20 and 21 come from under a phase 2 wall,
KRC 4 comes from under a phase 3 wall, KRC 13–15 come
from under phase 4 walls and a trail, and KRC 6 and 8 come
from under phase 5 walls. Seven of these dates have 2-sigma
calibrations that extend from AD 1660 into the historic era,
and the eighth date has a 2-sigma calibration that extends
from AD 1630 into the historic era. These suggest that all the
walls associated with the later phases of agricultural devel-
opment (that is, phases 2–5) were actually constructed after
approximately AD 1660.

In sum, the relative and absolute dating of agricultural
development suggests that the southern portion of the field
system was initially used as early as AD 1290 but certainly by
AD 1430. This earliest use could have involved horticultural
activities not associated with any infrastructural improve-
ments such as walls and trails. Two of the phase 1 agricultural
walls were constructed as early as AD 1410 but possibly not
until AD 1630, and a third early phase 1 agricultural wall
suggests that construction did not occur until after AD 1480
and possibly as late at AD 1670. The majority of the agri-
cultural walls were probably constructed after AD 1660, when
four phases (2–5) of building development occurred.

The results of the radiocarbon determinations can also be
integrated with our analysis of residential features. Three
(KRC 25, 30, and 32) of the seven radiocarbon dates are from
residential features in the region where a detailed relative
chronology of the walls and trails has been established. The
other four dates are from residential features within 50–300
m of this area. The three radiocarbon dates from residential
features within the region with an established relative chro-
nology of agricultural development have 2-sigma calibrations
that range from the mid-seventeenth century into the historic
era (as indeed do all the dates associated with residential
features). These three features were in use in areas of the field
system that, based on the relationship of walls and trails in
the area, are thought to have been developed during this latest
period, either just before or immediately after European con-
tact in the late eighteenth century. It should, however, be
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Figure 5. Calibrated radiocarbon dates associated with agricultural activ-
ities in the southern portion of the Kohala field system (calibrated with
OxCal 3.10; Bronk Ramsey 1995, 2001, 2005).

noted that the relationship between the residential features
and the agricultural walls is tenuous, and because the radio-
carbon dates from the residential features are from hearths
that might have been reused over time, we cannot say with
certainty that the residential features were not used before the
mid-seventeenth century.

Finally, the results of the radiocarbon determinations can
be meshed with our interpretations about changing territories
and religious activities. A detailed analysis of the territorial
boundaries indicates that at one time the current territorial
units of Pahinahina, Kahua 1, and Kahua 2 were a single ter-
ritory, and Makiloa, Kalala, and a number of other land units

were another territory (see Ladefoged and Graves 2006 for
details). There are three radiocarbon determinations (KRC 1,
2, 3) from underneath walls that cross the Pahinahina and
Kahua 1–Kahua 2 boundary. These dates have 2-sigma cali-
bration probabilities in the AD 1410 to 1670 range. Because
the walls intersect this boundary, it is assumed that they were
constructed before the boundary existed. The seriation of
temple attributes and the spatial analysis of boundaries sug-
gest that heiau H1 was constructed when the division be-
tween Kahua 1 and Kahua 2 occurred (see Mulrooney and
Ladefoged 2005). The radiocarbon determination associated
with this temple has a 2-sigma calibration range of AD 1660
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Figure 6. Calibrated radiocarbon dates associated with residential and
religious features in the southern portion of the Kohala field system
(calibrated with OxCal 3.10; Bronk Ramsey 1995, 2001, 2005).

into the historic era. In general then, the earliest definition
of the territorial boundaries in the area (i.e., between the land
unit of Pahinahina–Kahua 1–Kahua 2 and the land unit of
Makiloa-Kalala and the adjacent northern land units) prob-
ably predates AD 1410 to 1670 range. The creation of the
boundary between Pahinahina and Kahua 1–Kahua 2 prob-
ably postdates the interval AD 1410 to 1670 range, and the
boundary between Kahua 1 and Kahua 2 postdates AD 1650.

Discussion

There was considerable variability in the development of ag-
ricultural resources in leeward Hawai‘i, with some dryland
areas being developed significantly earlier than other, more
marginal regions. In the northern and central portions of the
LKFS, radiocarbon dates from Rosendahl’s (1972, 1994) and
Newman’s (1970) work in Lapakahi and recent research (Ad-
ams and Athens 1994; Hammett and Borthwick 1986; Wuzen
and Goodfellow 1995) in Mahukona and Kakuipahu suggest
human occupation and agricultural activities from ca. AD
1450 onward (fig. 3). Most of the dates are bracketed between
AD 1500 and 1800, with several more dating to after AD
1700. In the central portion of Kona, Allen (2004, 209, 210,
214, ) suggests residential features were initially constructed
in the upland area from ca. AD 1400 to 1650, with the first
evidence of agricultural terracing occurring from ca. AD 1472
to 1645, and later kuaiwi rock walls dating to AD 1500 to the
1600s. Allen’s (2004, 219) suggestion that there were no fur-
ther capital improvements in the Greenwall Garden area of
the Kona field system after AD 1600 is consistent with the
interpretation that the area was reaching maximum intensi-
fication, a situation that is quite different from the more
marginal areas of the archipelago as a whole and perhaps the
more marginal areas of the Kona field system. Both the central
core of the Kona field system and the northern and central
portions of the LKFS were relatively better areas of Hawai‘i

Island for growing dryland cultigens and/or transporting
them to coastal settlements. They provided prime upland ag-
ricultural lands within easy access to coastal settlements in
areas with sufficient rainfall and good, geologically young,
and fertile soils. These areas are also of greater rainfall pre-
dictability for dryland farming, compared with those devel-
oped later in time. It is in these relatively optimal areas that
substantial leeward populations developed from the fifteenth
century onward. Later developments in these areas were in-
fluenced by sociopolitical factors, and Allen (2004, 196) notes,
“Later in time (after 1650 AD) there was a shift in emphasis
to productive maximizing strategies, with implications for the
region (of Kona’s) economic and sociopolitical stability.”

It should be noted that Kona and the northern and central
portions of the LKFS are not the only areas where dryland
agriculture may have first been established in the archipelago.
Predictive modeling (Ladefoged et al. n.d.) suggests that these
are just two areas that have been well studied, but other
regions with suitable environmental settings (i.e., sufficient
rainfall, suitable temperatures at elevations below ca. 900 m,
relatively young and fertile geologic substrates, and close prox-
imity to coast) and sociopolitical contexts probably contain
intensively developed field systems that await future archae-
ological examination.

In contrast to these centers of early dryland agricultural
development are the more marginal dryland systems of Wai-
mea (Hawai‘i Island), Kahikinui (Maui), Kalaupapa (Mo-
loka‘i), and the southern portion of the LKFS. In the LKFS,
the vast majority of our data comes from the southern sections
of the field system. Developments in this area are quite dif-
ferent than those in the north. On the basis of the relative
chronology of agricultural development within the whole
LKFS, we (Ladefoged and Graves 2000) suggested that the
southern portion was probably one of the last areas to be
fully developed with fixed fields. In part this is due to the
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Figure 7. Agricultural walls and trails in a portion of the detailed study
area, assigned to building phases, with numbered labels referring to as-
sociated Kohala radiocarbon samples.

southern portions of the LKFS being much farther inland (ca.
6.5 km) than the north, where the field system extends down
to the coast.

The evidence we have presented suggests that people were
gardening in the southern portion of the uplands of leeward
Kohala as early as AD 1290 to 1410. This activity was probably
associated with winter or rainy season slash-and-burn hor-
ticulture. The first phase of landesque capital improvements,
that is, the construction of walls and trails, probably occurred
sometime within the range of AD 1410 to 1630. The relative
chronology of territorial units would suggest that some ter-
ritory boundaries, bracketing larger geographic areas, were in
place before the construction of the initial set of agricultural
walls, but it is unclear how much earlier. Most wall and trail
construction in this portion of the LKFS associated with both
agricultural expansion and intensification probably occurred
after AD 1650. The relative chronology of agricultural de-
velopment identified at least four phases of construction after
this time. There is no evidence of residential occupation be-
fore AD 1640, although our sample size is very small. It is
tempting to suggest that ca. AD 1650 marks the point when
people shifted from seasonal to permanent occupation of the
area, but there is limited evidence to confirm this hypothesis.

The rapid agricultural developments after AD 1650 are
marked by depletion of soil nutrients, probably the result of
decreased fallow periods and the removal and consumption
of these food products out of the upland agricultural zone
and possibly outside of the associated coastal settlements.
Within a more variable rainfall regime and as the productive
potential of the soils decreased, individuals intensified agri-
cultural effort by constructing increasing numbers of field
border walls to demarcate territories and to protect crops from
damaging winds. The demographic data are only tentative,
but they do indicate that this increased intensification was
not matched by an equivalent increase in population growth,
suggesting that the ratio of agricultural surplus to domestic
consumption increased during the later phases of the pre-
contact era and food was used for other purposes (i.e., to
support pig husbandry) or was consumed elsewhere. It is
during this period of rapid development that smaller terri-
torial units are defined and temples are constructed in these
units to mark their boundaries and centers. The construction
of monumental architecture and the definition of smaller land
units would have facilitated managerial activities and probably
reflected increased levels of social hierarchy.

Other marginal dryland regions of Hawai‘i Island were also
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developed relatively late in time. The late developments in
Waimea appear to be the result of its inland location, some
10 km from the coast. This area is characterized by an ade-
quate rainfall regime and fertile but easily depleted soils (see
Erkelens 1993). Traditional dryland farming in this area would
have incurred substantial costs in transporting crops from the
field system to the coast. Evidence suggests that the area was
occupied on a permanent basis only from ca. AD 1600 onward
(Burtchard and Tomonari-Tuggle 2004) but remained in use
through the historic period as sections were converted to
irrigation from the Kawaihae Uka stream.

Kahikinui on Maui was also a relatively marginal area but
for different reasons. While the productive area is within 5
km of the coast and the soils are relatively fertile (Kirch et
al. 2004, 2005), rainfall is apparently close to the lower limits
for sweet potato production. Kirch and his colleagues (Kirch
2004; Kirch et al. 2004, 2005; Coil and Kirch 2005) suggest
that people first settled the area and were engaged in horti-
cultural activities by the fifteenth century AD, but the area
was not intensively used until the late sixteenth to early sev-
enteenth centuries. Kirch and Sharp (2005) correlate this oc-
cupation to the construction of temples in the area during a
relatively short 30–60-year period (AD 1565–1638) that
marked territorial expansion under the reign of the chief Ka-
malalawalu. Kolb (2006) has recently questioned the dating
of Maui temples, suggesting that some were constructed sig-
nificantly earlier than the mid-sixteenth century. Kolb (2006,
663) concedes, however, that the use of the temples around
AD 1600 based on the thorium-230 coral dates was “linked
to rapid settlement expansion in Kahikinui at this time.” This
period marks the first time that large populations lived in the
area, constructed a series of temples, and engaged in intensive
agricultural activities. While there is little archaeological evi-
dence of infrastructural improvements, agricultural activities
focused on the intensive use of pockets of nutrient-rich soils
(Kirch et al. 2004, 2005). This settlement and intensification
were thus primarily spurred by sociopolitical demands orig-
inating from outside of Kahikinui and the relocation of pop-
ulations into the area, as opposed to slow population growth
within Kahikinui.

Developments in Kalaupapa, on the island of Moloka‘i,
followed a somewhat similar trajectory to those in Kahikinui.
People had settled the northern wet valleys near the Kaluapapa
peninsula by ca. AD 1100–1200 (McCoy 2007, 2008; McElroy
2007; also see Kirch and McCoy 2007), but the peninsula
itself was devoid of permanent occupation until much later.
While the peninsula has good dryland agricultural potential,
its relative isolation, both in terms of its location on the island
of Moloka‘i itself and the wider political battles that were
raging on the larger islands of Maui and Hawai‘i Island, led
to the late settlement of the area. The development involved
the rapid construction of a series of agricultural rock walls
that created a highly intensified system of agricultural pro-
duction. This settlement was probably the result of the local
movement of people from the nearby wet valleys out onto

the peninsula. Thus, in Kalaupapa as in Kahihinui, popula-
tions were relocating into the more marginal areas as opposed
to the steady growth of populations within those areas.

Agricultural production in many leeward areas was highly
intensified by the late prehistoric period. In part, this was due
to population increases over the preceding centuries. Probably
more significant, however, was the desire to produce surpluses
to fund far-reaching sociopolitical activities, such as warfare
and constructing monumental architecture. Kirch (1994) has
noted that leeward communities reached the inflection point
of intensification production curves sooner than windward
communities, and chiefs from this area often engaged in con-
quest warfare to gain access to resource surpluses. Within
leeward areas, however, there were two main pathways for
obtaining surpluses. The first involved the development and
intensification of tracts of land over extended periods of time.
This was done in better-situated leeward areas, such as the
core of the Kona field system and the northern portions of
the LKFS. In contrast, the second strategy involved rapidly
developing more marginal areas by redeploying populations
from core areas into more peripheral leeward areas. This
seems to have been the case in Kahikinui, Kalaupapa, Waimea,
and the southern LKFS. Within some of these more marginal
areas, energy was invested in constructing agricultural infra-
structure such as rock walls and earth embankments, whereas
in other areas, energy was expended on alternative activities,
presumably mulching and other gardening practices directed
toward increasing the crop cycle. The decision to construct
infrastructural improvements was made in part in response
to local environmental and topographic conditions, such as
strong trade winds. The walls and earthen embankments pro-
vided physical protection for the crops and altered evapora-
tion regimes. They also, however, provided a means for as-
signing agricultural plots and monitoring and managing
production within set areas of land. In intensified leeward
areas without walls and earthen embankments, such as Ka-
hikinui, this might have been achieved through monitoring
production within swales defined by ridgelines and con-
structing an unusually high number of temples in the area
(Kirch 2004).

The relatively rapid development of the more marginal
leeward areas during the mid-seventeenth century might have
been influenced by environmental factors (however, see Allen
2006 and Nunn 2000, 2007 for two completely different po-
sitions on the specifics of climatic change in the Pacific), but
more significantly, it was a response to higher population
levels elsewhere and sociopolitical demands for surplus. The
more marginal leeward areas were previously unoccupied or
supported very low population levels. They thus presented
one of the few opportunities for new avenues of production.
While opportunities for new surpluses were great in these
areas, the risks were also high. They were farther away from
permanent settlements, received limited rainfall, and were
probably subject to more extreme and frequent droughts than
the core leeward areas. Occupation of these areas was sus-
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tainable only if populations had direct links to more optimal
zones. It was not until the social networks that came with
the complex chiefdoms of the later prehistoric era were in
place that these more marginal areas were viable. As Ladefoged
and Graves (2000) note, the social links of these chiefdoms
facilitated the redistribution of resources and the temporary
relocation of populations out of areas affected by periodic
environmental extremes. The core Hawai‘i Island dryland ar-
eas of Kona and northern Kohala, and perhaps others such
as Ka’u, were probably the centers of highly competitive and
integrative systems that supported large populations gener-
ating substantial surpluses.

Conclusion

Archaeologists in Hawai‘i have traditionally relied solely on
radiocarbon determinations to define broad timelines for ag-
ricultural developments and sociopolitical transformations.
The use of relative ordering and innovative absolute dating
techniques, such as using thorium-230 in Kahikinui, provides
opportunities to achieve much tighter chronological control.
In the southern LKFS, radiocarbon dating defined a temporal
framework for developments and relative ordering techniques
distinguished fine-grained temporal associations. These fine-
grained relative chronologies suggest variation in leeward ag-
ricultural developments. In some areas, such as central Kona
and the northern ahupua’a of Kohala, there was a longer, ex-
tended history of occupation and agricultural intensification.
In more marginal areas, such as Kahikinui, Kalaupapa, Waimea,
and the southern ahupua’a of Kohala, there was rapid settle-
ment and the development of highly intensified systems. The
exploitation of these new locations provided new, yet risky,
areas for generating surpluses that supported efforts to integrate
larger geographic areas. Documenting the variation in these
leeward developmental pathways thus provides a better un-
derstanding of the timing and trajectories of sociopolitical
transformations within these areas, and the aspirations of
chiefs for resources from other environmental zones.
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Ladefoged and Graves have conducted an extended study of
late prehistoric–early historic agricultural expansion in Ko-
hala, Hawai‘i Island. Their new analysis, based on additional
radiocarbon readings, more clearly differentiates two “path-
ways” of transformation for Kohala dryland cultivation. The
first is an expansion and subsequent intensification (meaning
more investment per land unit) in prime dryland agricultural
land, and the second is a later phase of rapid extensification
into marginal areas, with associated higher costs and risks.
This second pathway is significant because it reflects what I
would refer to as “social” production, that is, increasing sur-
plus demands of chiefs controlling regional entities. Com-
parisons with four other relatively well-dated Hawai‘ian dry-
land field systems help assess how each system may reflect
differential responses to population growth, chiefly resource
expansion, or a combination of the two.

While it is important to recognize these distinct processes,
it is questionable whether it is useful or accurate to call these
separate “pathways,” in part because the authors conclude
that the second one represents a continuation of the first and
they link it to prior population increases. Thus, the relation-
ship between “earlier” population growth and subsequent ex-
pansion processes of the second pathway is not entirely clear.
At the same time, it is critical to establish, if it can be sub-
stantiated, that the late-period expansion of dryland fields
was not just a response to simple population growth. The
authors note that demographic data are “only tentative.” This
is a critical point because such agricultural growth is a sig-
nificant pattern recognizable in many Pacific Islands, usually
with differing cultigen-field system correlates, with and with-
out substantial chiefly escalation. While improvement and
expansion of wetland root crop cultivation is often linked to
political ascendancy among Hawai‘ian chiefs, this kind of in-
tensification was not possible in many areas of the island chain
(or in many other Polynesian islands), and so dryland alter-
natives were included within a broader response to needs for
increased production in this region of Hawai‘i.

The ability to track field system expansion through doc-
umenting wall and trail elaboration is a remarkable aspect of
the Hawai‘ian field systems, perhaps especially in Kohala be-
cause of the preservation of stone and earthen walls and trails.
As the authors indicated, it is necessary to distinguish agri-
cultural expansion into new areas at various levels of intensity
from diachronic intensification through energy expenditure
within a fixed plot of land. This remains an issue in the Kohala
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analysis; however, the authors are to be commended for their
efforts to reconcile contradictions between complex sequences
based on field wall construction or remodeling and radio-
carbon readings (see fig. 6). Not unexpectedly, working with
the limitations of 2-sigma radiocarbon age sampling to make
the essential fine chronological distinctions within such a
short time frame—roughly 300 years—is difficult. Still, if the
overall sequence of phases reflects building episodes primarily
in the seventeenth century, this supports their argument.

Elsewhere in Polynesia, the results of similar dryland in-
tensification and extensification processes have been observed,
but they are not at such a large scale or as well documented
as those in Hawai‘i. On Rapa Nui, in particular (see Stevenson
et al. 1999), the focus on sweet potato, and probably taro and
yam, cultivation in an elevation zone of 150–250 m may be
similar in zonal relationships to the Kohala field system on
Hawai‘i. However, in the Rapa Nui case, there are fewer in-
dications that political aggrandizement was a critical factor
for intensification or field expansion. Given the very limited
land area of Rapa Nui (where the population density was
probably twice what it was for the Hawai‘ian chain), the ad-
ditional factor was not required for extensified and intensified
dryland production to develop.

That the sequenced changes described here reflect a re-
quirement for expanding chiefly power as well as a response
to increased population seems to be a well-founded conclu-
sion, and the highly centralized political structures existing
historically in Hawai‘i, ones of state scale, serve to reinforce
this interpretation. The ability to use food production inten-
sification as another archaeological indicator of increasing
political complexity, in this case a pattern of agricultural in-
tensification and extensification, provides an important
tool—along with ritual architecture, development of centers,
and other means of marking status in prehistory—to trace
the evolution of Hawai‘ian chiefdoms. Ladefoged, Graves, and
their coworkers have clarified the underpinnings of an im-
portant Polynesian subsistence transformation developed of-
ten in the face of limited (usable) land and increasing pop-
ulation. The Kohala data represent one of the best Polynesian
cases—and perhaps the major one in terms of dryland ex-
pansion and intensification—in which to monitor these
changes. Our understanding of the variable patterns of dry-
land production for the Hawai‘ian chain has been greatly
improved by the work at Kohala.

Ian Barber
Department of Anthropology, University of Otago,
Dunedin, New Zealand (ian.barber@stonebow.otago.ac.nz).

In this paper, Ladefoged and Graves tackle the universal ar-
chaeological problem of reading temporal change from the
complex tapestry of a cultural landscape. The problem is
heightened for agricultural lands in Polynesia, where the cu-
mulative effects of intensive land use and the addition of

mulching and/or fertilizing materials can mask or even mimic
earlier cultivation. The addition and mixing of anthropic soil
components also limits the fine-grained contribution of mi-
crobotanical identifications and radiocarbon charcoal dates,
even where inbuilt age considerations can be eliminated for
dated plants. Isolated radiocarbon samples capped by or
within agricultural and associated structures may be ambig-
uous as well (e.g., in heiau associated with the leeward Kohala
field system [LKFS] as noted in Mulrooney and Ladefoged
2005, 48, or from features below and cut into the kuaiwi of
the Kona field system in Allen 2004, 209, 210).

In this context, the study of the few relatively intact field
systems left in Polynesia that preserve material and infrastruc-
ture evidence of change is of considerable importance. Re-
cently Kirch (2006, 201) has proposed that the LKFS is “far
and away the best documented” Polynesian landscape where
cropping cycle intensification has left permanent remains.
However, this field interpretation has been challenged. Leach
(1999, 319–20, 332–33) is skeptical that dry networks with
marked alignment variation similar to the leeward LKFS are
examples of an intensification process. Instead, Leach (1999,
320) suggests, “major external boundaries and internal sub-
divisions may be marked off at the time of clearance.”

In my view, Ladefoged and Graves make a compelling case
for relative network change over time in LKFS alignment and
subdivision variation. Kirch (1984, 190–92; 1994, 251–68) and
subsequently Ladefoged and Graves relate this evidence to the
sociopolitical developments interpreted from oral and early
documentary records that link Hawai‘ian chiefly elites, tribute,
and ritual. The Ladefoged and Graves paper, with its emphasis
on radiocarbon ages, seeks to ground this argument in an
absolute chronology consistent with (and to an extent, draw-
ing on) the relative dating methods applied previously to the
LKFS. It is a valuable contribution to the archaeological un-
derstanding of temporality in extensive leeward agricultural
systems.

Ladefoged and Graves report radiocarbon-dated plant sam-
ples selected for short life wherever possible below agricultural
walls and rock and earth trails. These are not direct dates on
the agricultural features, of course, and the authors offer rea-
sonable hypotheses as to their meaning and association. The
problem here is that charcoal can survive and recirculate for
considerable time in anthropic soils. Consequently, dated
charcoal generally provides a terminus post quem for culti-
vation events, rather than evidence of a direct age.

This problem of dating association is heightened in the
interpretation of cropping cycle time depth and duration at
southern LKFS. Three of four early dates are on potentially
old “dicot wood.” The sole identified short-lived plant date
is either sweet potato or a native Ipomoea from an A/B ho-
rizon interface below a surface agricultural wall (Ladefoged
et al. 2005). This is potentially a very significant result. How-
ever, further dates and botanical confirmation are required
to determine whether the small fragments of this sample are
pre-AD 1400 sweet potato. The authors are on firmer ground
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with the greater number and variety of calibrated dates from
short-lived species that cluster between about AD 1400 and
AD 1700 from agricultural and residential contexts. The third
group of dates is subject to the pronounced wiggle of the
post-AD 1600 terrestrial calibration curve, with 2-sigma cal-
ibrations that span the centuries between the late precontact
and historic periods. The association of these late absolute
dates with (relatively) late agricultural walls is impressive. The
measurement of absolute time between these age clusters and
associated network developments is less certain. Statistical
analysis of the 33 southern LKFS radiocarbon determinations
may help to clarify this uncertainty.

The authors suggest also that the southern LKFS pathway
and structures represent “a substantially later development”
than northern LKFS. However, in figure 2, the greater dis-
tributions of 13 of the 21 calibrated radiocarbon ages from
the central to northern portion fall variously between the
decades before, around, or after AD 1500 and AD 1800–1900,
while the distributions of five other dates begin just before
or around AD 1700. Only one of these 21 dates is clearly
early (about AD 1300–1400). These results appear to corre-
spond broadly with the distribution of the southern LKFS
dates. It is worth noting also that Rosendahl (as cited in
Ladefoged and Graves 2000, 430) suggests that “bounded
fields” at Kohala were not constructed before the sixteenth
century. I am interested to know whether the authors consider
that it might be possible to explain the entire structural LKFS
network as a rapid, perhaps punctuated, late-sequence de-
velopment that followed (rather than preceded) the emer-
gence of a leeward chiefly elite. In particular, I wonder whether
the long, linking boundaries and early downslope boundaries
anticipated some level of subdivision from the time of first
construction.

Tim Bayliss-Smith
Department of Geography, University of Cambridge,
Downing Place, Cambridge CB2 3EN, UK (tim.bayliss-
smith@geog.cam.ac.uk).

The paper advances our understanding of Polynesian chief-
doms by suggesting that the material basis for their existence
involved two distinct phases of development. First was a long-
term intensification of production from the better land, at a
time when regional integration was relatively weak. The sec-
ond phase was initiated after chiefdoms became more pow-
erful, populations more numerous and demands for surplus
production more strident. It saw opportunistic expansion to
marginal areas where an already intensive technology was
applied to areas previously used, if at all, at low levels of
agricultural intensity.

Landesque capital was generated initially for sweet potato
cultivation through a gradual and incremental process,
whereas in the second phase, outlying areas were reclaimed
rapidly using already intensive techniques. The latter process

makes little sense unless we recognize the sociopolitical con-
nections between outlying areas and existing centers. The pa-
per presents radiocarbon dates that flesh out the chronology
of these changes in Hawai‘i. Southern Kohala emerges as an
area of dramatic transformation in the late period after about
1600, following the growth of chiefdoms in the more favored
northern area beginning ca. AD 1290–1410.

The meticulous mapping and dating of walls and trails by
using charcoal in underlying soils provide the main basis for
this reconstruction. Relative chronologies for these features
were inferred by the authors from their network topology, an
approach pioneered by Fleming (1988) for boundary walls
around Neolithic fields in Dartmoor, southwest England. For
ditch networks mapped in the New Guinea highlands, similar
approaches to relative chronology have been used (e.g., Bal-
lard 2001), sometimes augmented with archaeological evi-
dence for recutting that can be detected in channel cross
sections (e.g., Bayliss-Smith and Golson 1999; Bayliss-Smith
et al. 2005). However, opportunities to combine relative chro-
nology with absolute dating are seldom available, and the
Ladefoged and Graves paper achieves a breakthrough in this
respect.

The inferences made about the social processes that un-
derlie the agricultural changes in Kohala are, inevitably, rather
more speculative. To reconstruct Hawai‘ian chiefdoms, we
need more data than walls, trails, and charcoal can provide.
We also need to think beyond the evolutionary models of
agriculture that tend to dominate our mental maps of the
past if we are not to be imprisoned by the existing paradigm.
All too often, archaeologists choose the types of data (“ob-
servations”) that will enable them to test their current un-
derstandings (“theories”). As Charles Darwin remarked nearly
150 years ago, “without the making of theories there would
be no observation,” an insight as relevant to the origins of
intensive agriculture as to the origin of species (Bayliss-Smith
2007).

The “theories” that underlie this paper on the Kohala field
system are not made explicit in this article but are basically
ideas from political economy adapted to prehistoric agricul-
ture by Brookfield (1972, 1984), Farrington (1985), and oth-
ers. A version of the theory of landesque capital formation,
first sketched by Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) and later ap-
plied to Polynesia by Kirch (1994), is particularly important
to the explanations that the paper develops. Ladefoged and
Graves see the archaeological evidence of “rock walls, earth
embankments, terraces, enclosures, and trails” as constituting
improvements, alongside the more invisible practices that they
invoke, investments to enhance the cropping cycle through
“labour expenditure on mulching, weeding and other gar-
dening activities.”

These forms of intensification are all consistent with a the-
ory of landesque capital that emphasizes increased produc-
tivity, whether under pressure of population or demand for
surplus production exerted by a chiefly elite. Yet Blaikie and
Brookfield (1987, 9) indicated that their own ethnographic
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data would not support such a straightforward explanation.
Put simply, they argue that scale of investment in landesque
capital very often exceeds what land managers might expect
to get back in enhanced yield over a reasonable time period,
when costs and benefits are both measured. Instead of em-
phasizing improved output, these authors emphasize the ben-
efits of reduced risk of harvest failure on marginal land. In
other words, drainage, irrigation, walls, and terraces might
constitute a kind of insurance policy rather than a bid for
surplus production. It may not be so surprising to see evidence
of such investments in the period after 1600, when Little Ice
Age droughts became more a more severe problem.

To strengthen their case, Ladefoged and Graves need to
establish by experimental studies the scale of “improvement”
that the archaeological evidence implies and the cost it rep-
resented to those engaged in the work. They might also con-
sider other sociopolitical processes beyond surplus extraction
within chiefdoms. If experiments show that building more
walls is not crucially important for protecting crops against
damaging winds and evapotranspiration, is it possible they
are mainly expressions of property relations? Visible bound-
aries provide what Bourdieu (1977) termed cultural capital,
and they could be evidence of the move away from coop-
erative labor by large extended families toward agriculture
organized around more kin-restricted household groups. New
theories will be needed if we are to generate new observations,
and thus provide more rounded explanations for the intrigu-
ing new landscapes of Hawai‘ian agriculture than this paper
provides.

James M. Bayman
Department of Anthropology, 2424 Maile Way, Saunders
Hall 346, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, Honolulu,
Hawai‘i 96822-2223, U.S.A (jbayman@hawaii.edu).

This pathbreaking analysis of Hawai‘ian agricultural devel-
opment in marginal dryland fields by Ladefoged and Graves
establishes a new gold standard in Pacific island archaeology.
The authors have succeeded admirably in their dogged effort
over the past two decades to track the geographic organization
and longitudinal growth of one of the largest dryland agri-
cultural systems (i.e., leeward Kohala field system [LKFS]) in
the Hawai‘ian archipelago. Moreover, they have done so with
an unprecedented degree of resolution and chronological pre-
cision by marshaling a suite of both relative and chronometric
age estimations. In so doing, the authors offer historically
minded scholars in Hawai‘i (and beyond) an opportunity to
evaluate rival models for identifying and explaining the social
and economic underpinnings of agricultural intensification
and expansion in emergent state societies.

Ladefoged and Graves’s study begs a number of fascinating
questions that they will surely consider in their ongoing re-
search. Their observation that agricultural expansion and in-
tensification in marginal settings was accompanied by an ex-

plosive construction of religious temples (heiau) will be
enriched by their judicious consultation of the chiefly gene-
alogies and oral traditions (mo‘olelo) that were recorded in
the early nineteenth century by indigenous Hawai‘ian schol-
ars, such as Samuel M. Kamakau, David Malo, and John Papa
‘I‘i. These accounts were compiled when many older Ha-
wai‘ians still remembered the traditional practices that were
undertaken at religious temples across the Hawai‘i landscape
before the introduction of Christianity in the early 1820s. The
authors are now in the enviable position of being able to
integrate the archaeological record of agricultural production
with their ongoing studies of temples in the LKFS area. Dif-
ferent kinds of religious temples in ancient Hawai‘i were de-
signed to supplicate Lono, the god of fertility and nonirrigated
agriculture, and Ku, the god of war. While these and many
other kinds of temples were constructed in the vicinity of the
LKFS, detailed examination of their topographic locations and
viewsheds and histories of construction and reconfiguration
will further illuminate the ideological context and political
economy of agricultural production in marginal settings. Ap-
plication of thorium-230 coral dating will also enhance the
authors’ ability to calibrate the construction of large luakini
“war” temples with chiefly genealogies, since their use for
sacrifice was restricted to the most powerful elites (ali‘i nui)
and priests.

Careful review of chiefly genealogies and oral traditions also
offers the strong possibility of implicating the names of specific
individuals who must have instigated the rapid expansion of
dryland agriculture in the LKFS and elsewhere. On Hawai‘i
Island, for example, oral traditions recall that a powerful chief—
‘Umi a Liloa—was a catalyst for the island’s political unification
in the late sixteenth century, when the LKFS was already un-
derway but had not yet reached its apex of development.
Oral recollections that ‘Umi was something of a populist who
enjoyed substantial commoner (maka‘ainana) support under-
score a central anthropological message of the Hawai‘ian ex-
ample: local politics loom large in the expansion and intensi-
fication of agriculture in early state societies—even in risky,
marginal settings.

The authors’ study offers still more insights for refining
cross-cultural models of agricultural expansion and intensi-
fication in tandem with the emergence of highly stratified
political systems. Study of the LKFS challenges the conven-
tional expectation that agricultural “intensification,” in the
Boserupian sense of the term, is most likely to arise in re-
source-rich localities. The argument of Ladefoged and Graves
that agricultural production in marginal settings like the LKFS
was orchestrated by elites (ali‘i) rather than by commoners
(maka‘ainana ) counters the received wisdom of anthropo-
logical archaeology. In many areas of the ancient world, for
example, archaeologists frequently assume that marginal ag-
ricultural localities were utilized by disenfranchised social
classes.

Indeed, the fact that some of the most powerful Hawai‘ian
chiefs in the precontact and early postcontact periods spon-
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sored production in agriculturally marginal areas illustrates
the extraordinary agency of some individuals to overcome
significant ecological and economic adversity. Although other
scholars have acknowledged this pattern in early Hawai‘i,
Ladefoged and Graves can provide one of the most carefully
documented archaeological examples of this phenomenon in
Oceania.

Finally, this research program promises to further substan-
tiate the general hypothesis that politics, rather than demo-
graphic pressure alone, largely determined expansion and in-
tensification of agricultural production in the ancient world.
That some agricultural intensification in the Hawai‘ian Islands
occurred after growth in human population had begun to
wane runs counter to archaeologists’ long-standing assump-
tion that demographic pressure (and fear of a “Malthusian
crash”) was the ultimate cause of food production in marginal
settings. Population was certainly a factor in elevating the
demand for dryland agricultural products (like sweet potato)
and in the organization of labor to acquire them, but in
Hawai‘ian society it was secondary to dynamics of individual
agency, political machinations, and religious ideology.

Henri J. M. Claessen
Emeritus, Department of Anthropology, Leiden University,
The Netherlands (hacla@xs4all.nl).

Ladefoged and Graves here continue their unraveling of the
agricultural developments in the leeward Kohala field system
(LKFS) and try to date these developments and to connect
these findings with sociopolitical developments in Hawai‘i.
Agricultural expansion, necessitated by growing demands, can
be reached either by intensification or by expansion. In the
dryland agricultural regions of Hawai‘i, intensification was
difficult to achieve, and the best solution was expansion,
which means that less fertile lands were brought under cul-
tivation. The authors distinguish two periods of development
in the exploitation of the LKFS, one earlier (beginning as early
as the fourteenth century) and one later, starting after the
mid-seventeenth century. The agricultural developments were
necessitated, according to Ladefoged and Graves, by popu-
lation increase on the one hand (cf. Kirch 1999, 328), and by
“increasing surplus demands to fund chiefly ambitions in-
volving territorial expansion” on the other. To the “chiefly
ambitions” should be added changes in the religious orga-
nization, reflected in the building of more temples.

As convincing as the archeological analyses by Ladefoged
and Graves are, historical and political anthropological aspects
seem a bit underplayed. Some more suggestions, based on
historical and/or anthropological data, might have been in-
cluded. The development of the LKFS must have been a large
undertaking. According to Ellis (1831, IV, 415) Kohala was
one of the “permanent divisions” of Hawai‘i, “governed by
one or two chiefs, appointed by the king.” Taking as a point
of reference the complex political and religious organization

of the Hawai‘ian polities in the eighteenth century (Ellis 1831,
IV, 411–19; Davenport 1969; Valeri 1985; Wichman 2003), it
seems probable that also in the mid-seventeenth century,
high-placed governmental functionaries were entrusted with
the supervision of the Kohala region. In the development of
the LKFS, there was no reason to take into consideration
wishes or interests of the commoners; only the wishes of the
sacred ali‘i nui counted, for he was “considered the personal
representative, as well as a direct descendant, of the gods on
earth,” and “it was natural that he owned all the land with
all living things upon it” (Wichman 2003, 54; cf. Clerke 1967,
596; Davenport 1969, 4). He was assisted by the kalai moku,
a sort of prime minister, and a host of lower-ranking ali‘i.
The kalai moku divided the island into districts, the moku,
which were administered by lower-ranking ali‘i (Ellis 1831,
IV, 415–16; Sahlins 1992, 17–20). It thus seems probable that
the development of the LKFS was ordered by the then–kalai
moku and that some lower-ranking ali‘i were entrusted with
the supervision of the work. It might even be possible to
identify the then-ruling ali‘i nui by combining ethnographical
and archaeological data.

The main occupation of the commoners seems to have
been working for the elite. They had no rights to land; they
just worked it. In return they were entitled to a part of the
produce. The remainder was collected as taxes. Apart from
the levies of food and goods, commoners also had to con-
tribute labor for the chiefs, the priests, or the temples (Handy
1965, 38; Malo 1971, 63–7,143; Kolb 1994a). Ellis (1831, IV,
416) even suggests that there was no standing rule for the
amount of rent and taxes, which were “regulated entirely by
the caprices or necessities of their rulers.” In view of these
heavy obligations, the distance from the fields to the coast
obviously played a role, as Ladefoged and Graves state, for
all goods had to be transported by human carriers, whose
productivity diminishes with growing distance (Drennan
1984).

This study is a valuable addition to the growing series of
articles by Ladefoged and his collaborators on the analysis of
the LKFS, and it provides a more complete insight into the
development of the Hawai‘ian economy, political economy,
and sociopolitical organization in precolonial times.

Patrick V. Kirch
Department of Anthropology, University of California, 232
Kroeber Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A. (kirch@
berkeley.edu).

In 1984 I presented a model for the intensification of dryland
agricultural systems in the leeward region of Hawai‘i Island
that drew on theoretical concepts of the “production func-
tion.” In this model, increased labor inputs initially produce
high rates of surplus extraction but are followed by declining
rates of yield relative to inputs up to the margin. Drawing
on pioneering archaeological studies of the leeward Kohala
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field system (LKFS), I argued that a sequence of agricultural
expansion and intensification spanning four centuries, from
about AD 1400 until the moment of European contact could
be discerned. This sequence progressed from an initial phase
of shifting cultivation with long fallow periods through several
phases of increasing formalization of a field system (marked
by a reticulate grid of field boundary walls and trails) to the
terminal phase, marked by short fallow periods or even con-
tinuous crop rotation. In many respects, the leeward Hawai‘i
sequence was seen to follow a classic progression of inten-
sification as outlined by Ester Boserup (1965).

A decade later, in my comparative study of The Wet and
the Dry (Kirch 1994), I pointed out that dryland and wetland
(irrigated) agroecosystems were unevenly distributed over the
Hawai‘ian archipelago. The geologically older islands of Kaua‘i
and O‘ahu were dominated by high-surplus-producing irri-
gation systems, whereas the larger but younger islands of Maui
and Hawai‘i had only limited areas suitable for irrigation but
vast dryland field systems. In opposition to Wittfogel’s classic
theory of irrigation as underpinning complex sociopolitical
structures, the Hawai‘ian and similar Polynesian cases (Man-
gaia, Futuna) suggested that the most dynamic (and terri-
torially aggressive) polities were associated with dryland
agroecosystems. I argued that this was due to the greater labor
demands required to intensify the dryland systems, to in-
creased vulnerability to drought and cyclones, and ultimately,
to their limits to produce surplus that could be extracted by
chiefly elites. Unlike the irrigation systems, which tended to
a Geertzian mode of “involution” (Geertz 1963), the dryland
systems could be pushed only so far. Tellingly, the most ag-
gressive war leaders of contact-era Hawai‘i (Kamehameha of
Hawai‘i and Kahekili of Maui) presided over polities largely
supported by intensified dryland field systems.

Since I set out these models of Polynesian agricultural in-
tensification, our archaeological database on the precontact
Hawai‘ian agricultural systems has increased dramatically.
However, in spite of being well studied spatially, thanks to
ongoing research by Graves, Ladefoged, and their students
(e.g., Ladefoged et al. 1996, 2003), the LKFS remained enig-
matic in terms of the chronology of intensification. Spatial
data had revealed a relative sequence of continued segmen-
tation of territories and of delineation of increasingly smaller
fields, but the absolute time over which this occurred remained
unresolved. This lacuna in our understanding of the process
of intensification in the LKFS has now been filled by the
research reported by Ladefoged and Graves, and the impli-
cations of their results go beyond the historical particulars of
the LKFS itself.

The new sample of 33 accelerator mass spectrometry ra-
diocarbon dates from the LKFS offers a precise chronology
for agricultural development, given the statistical limits on
radiocarbon dates within the last few hundred years. These
data show that the LKFS went through an initial phase of
expansion and intensification beginning as early as AD 1300
but more likely picking up in the fifteenth century. Relatively

few formal field boundaries are associated with this earlier
phase. A second phase then begins sometime after AD 1600,
marked by the dramatic pattern of reticulate field walls and
decreasing plot sizes previously shown by spatial analysis. In
short, the LKFS progressed through two phases of agricultural
intensification; the second phase pushed the system to its
limits in terms of areal extent and also in terms of its ability
to yield surpluses that could be extracted for political ends.
It is noteworthy that this final phase was associated with
measurable declines in soil fertility, based on the nutrient
analysis of LKFS soils by Meyer et al. (2007).

The broader significance of these new chronological data
are apparent when they are seen in the context of the emerging
picture of transformations in Hawai‘ian demography, mon-
umental architecture, and political history. The emerging pic-
ture of Hawai‘ian paleodemography indicates that population
grew exponentially from the time of first settlement (probably
around AD 800–1000) until about AD 1550 but then rapidly
stabilized, with high density but little or no growth in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This suggests that a
density-dependent condition had emerged in late prehistory,
corresponding to the later phase of intensification outlined
by Ladefoged and Graves. Moreover, it was during this period
that the islands of Hawai‘i and Maui were politically con-
solidated, with increasing interisland wars of territorial con-
quest.

Oceanic islands, and Hawai‘i in particular, offer “model
systems” for understanding human ecodynamics, including
processes critical to sequences of agricultural intensification
(Vitousek 1995, 2004; Kirch 2007). The LKFS offers a window
on the dynamically coupled interactions between human pop-
ulations, their social and political structures, and the envi-
ronmental variables (soils, nutrient availability, rainfall) upon
which intensive agriculture depended. Understanding the
course of agricultural intensification in the LKFS over a four-
century-long trajectory offers insights that are likely to ap-
plicable to nonindustrialized agroecosystems everywhere,
both in the past and in our current world.

Timothy A. Kohler
Department of Anthropology, Washington State University,
Pullman, WA 99164-4910, U.S.A. (tako@wsu.edu).

As an archaeologist who has (unfortunately!) never set foot
in Polynesia, I leave discussion of cultural-historical and eco-
logical details to others and here remark on a few more general
issues. As an aside, it is striking to see the general resemblance
between the logics used to determine sequences of pueblo
construction in the United States Southwest (including but
not limited to bonding and abutting sequences in walls; e.g.,
Crown 1991) and those developed here for dryland field sys-
tems. Is it a coincidence that both authors have field expe-
rience in the Southwest?

Of course, houses for people and “houses” for plants are
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different in scale and design requirements. For example, the
first excludes the very precipitation and (most of the) sunlight
that plants require. But the analogy has some interesting con-
sequences, since it reminds us that both are designed struc-
tures and thus provide information on technical competence,
backward-looking social traditions, and forward-looking at-
tempts to satisfy physical requirements and social goals.
Trade-offs are imposed by living in a community with others
who have sometimes-differing goals or power and by sharing
the landscape with other communities.

For this same area, Ladefoged et al. (2008) ingeniously play
off the modeled population size, modeled production, and
the inferred history of territorial subdivision (from nine ter-
ritories in the thirteenth/fourteenth centuries to as many as
35 in the mid-nineteenth century) to show that the parti-
tioning of land into 14 territories should have provided the
overall highest individual life expectancy at birth. Under the
assumption that production was not shared among territories,
the model suggests that division into more than 14 territories
probably would have led to lower life expectancy because of
greater vulnerability to drought. Smaller territories, however,
provided more opportunities for surplus in good years, lead-
ing Ladefoged and colleagues to suggest that smaller, later
territorial distributions provided opportunities for elites to
redistribute resources or allow clients-in-the-making from
poorer territories to access better ones. They believe these
processes to have been operating after the seventeenth century.

Ladefoged and Graves’s current contribution fits comfort-
ably within this scenario, although it develops a somewhat
different point: increasingly marginal areas were brought into
production after about 1650. Occupation in these areas, the
authors suggest, would not have been sustainable in the ab-
sence of “direct links to optimal zones.” The findings of these
two contributions may be combined to show that the need
or desire to expand agricultural production apparently pro-
ceeded along several avenues, including subdivision of existing
territories, colonization of new territories in less productive
locations, and more building of walls for providing protection
from wind and/or management and control of ownership.

I have only one criticism of this article and also one request
for consideration of another dimension of social practice. The
criticism is the authors’ vague and inconsistent use of the
extremely tricky concept of optimality. Claims for optimality,
to be testable and meaningful, must at a minimum specify
five parameters: optimal for whom (e.g., everyone? an elite
sector?), with respect to what (e.g., rate maximizing or risk
minimizing?), using what currency (calories?), assessed at
what level of social granularity (individual? household? is-
land?), and assessed at what time scale (month? year? phase
of many decades?). I can only guess as to how one should
interpret the statement that “two general developmental path-
ways for agriculture are identified, one based on optimality
and/or effort and a second focused on areas of greater risk.”
This is even more confusing because at some points in the
article, “optimal” is used to refer not to a pattern of human

behavior but to a pattern of high expected agricultural yield.
Juxtaposition of this contribution with Ladefoged et al. (2008)
also raises the possibility that optimal might sometimes be
supposed to refer to that distribution of territories and fields
that maximized life expectancy.

It would also have been interesting to know whether the
authors believe that their findings have any bearing on Kolb
and Snead’s (1997) somewhat more internally differentiated
model for field types (and consequently labor types). For
example, Kolb believes that (on Maui) it is possible to identify
“festive” projects resulting in “large suprafamily agricultural
fields and intracommunity boundary walls” (Kolb and Snead
1997, 616) that can be contrasted with smaller, family-level
agricultural sites. Does this taxonomy apply to the walls an-
alyzed here, and if so, how does construction at these two
different levels sort out by the periodization supplied?

Perhaps of even more interest is the probably connected
question of the nature of land tenure through this sequence.
Is there reason to consider the community to have been,
throughout the sequence, the unit of tenure, as suggested by
Kolb and Snead (1997, 615)? Or could a case be made that
community-level tenure was a relatively late development,
superceding tenure by more local corporate groups (Hommon
1986)? Or perhaps the concept of overlapping stewardship
(Gibson 2008, 46), in which lands are owned by a chieftain,
is applicable, at least after 1650? Or does the untidy variability
in the development of dryland farming areas documented
here preclude any of these neat schemes? Whatever the case,
this seems to me to be an area of inquiry in which the rich
local ethnohistoric record can be fruitfully combined with the
laudable high-resolution field-system chronology achieved
here.

Mark D. McCoy
Department of Anthropology, San José State University,
One Washington Square, San José, CA 95192-0113, U.S.A.
(mdmccoy@email.sjsu.edu).

Ladefoged and Graves present a remarkably precise recon-
struction of a range of past practices that accounts for social
and environmental variables in a nondeterministic fashion
and convincingly identifies a significant point in social evo-
lution represented by a broad-based shift to more risky, sur-
plus-oriented agricultural production. For these reasons, and
others addressed below, this work holds value for the study
of hierarchical, complex societies worldwide. However, in
light of these results, there are several factors that deserve
more attention, including the role of ritualization in shaping
social landscapes, the use of oral traditions, and the classifi-
cation of pre-European-contact Hawai‘ian polities as complex
chiefdoms or archaic states.

First, the authors’ combination of relative and absolute
dating to create regional settlement, agricultural development,
and ritual site construction histories stands as one of the most
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complete in Polynesia. In my research in Kalaupapa, Moloka‘i
Island—one of the marginal field systems discussed—I have
found an identical pattern in terms agriculture and settlement
(McCoy 2005a, 2007, 2008; McCoy and Hartshorn 2007) but
a slightly different pattern from Kohala in the construction
of ritual sites (McCoy 2006, n.d.). Based on a series of 18
AMS dates from 13 sites, the first signs of ritual within the
fields date to after 1650 AD, concurrent with the deployment
of settlement on to this marginal landscape. Ritual sites im-
mediately outside the fields, however, yield dates as early as
1440 AD. This represents a shift in how certain locations were
ritualized, starting with an early establishing phase and mov-
ing to a more geographically expansive landscape phase. This
and other changes in ritual site construction appear to be
linked with the region’s larger political history (McCoy n.d.).

To their credit, Ladefoged and Graves present the first direct
absolute date on a ritual site located within any of the three
major field systems of Hawai‘i Island. However, the role of
ritual in the development of these social landscapes remains
ambiguous, poorly known, or simply unknown. For example,
while it is consistent with relative chronologies of architecture
and territorial boundaries to say that southern leeward Kohala
field system (LKFS) temples (heiau) were constructed as early
as 1400 AD, it would be equally plausible to suppose that,
like Kalaupapa, these were built later in time, concurrent with
the shift in settlement documented here.

Second, by addressing social integration, the authors have
once again demonstrated that island archaeology is not lim-
ited by the influence of biogeography or a traditional focus
on isolation and environmental variables (Fitzpatrick et al.
2007; but see Rainbird 1999, 2007; Boomert and Bright 2007).
Here, the political economy, warfare, and population growth
are highlighted as keys to an observed shift to risky agricul-
tural practices in environmentally marginal areas. Thus, the
authors avoid making an unwarranted appeal to environ-
mental determinism. This is a lesson that should be learned
by others who would posit climate change as a causal factor
without rigorously interrogating reasonable alternatives.

The focus here on social factors is thanks in part to the
authors’ careful incorporation of ethnohistoric evidence of
increasingly intensive warfare. However, one cannot help but
wonder if a closer linkage with oral traditions is possible. For
example, in Kalaupapa, the establishment and development
of the field system appears to have followed the fate of a
district-scale polity and subsequent political domination from
outside. Closer to Kohala, Allen (2004, 217) makes reference
to the possible influence of the paramount chief ‘Umi on
agricultural practices in the Kona Field System. Explicitly rel-
evant to this study area, it was Kohala’s own Kamehameha
the Great who unified the archipelago under a single kingdom.
What role did he play in the history of the LKFS?

Third, while the authors have systematically identified a
point in time when people’s choices regarding production
showed greater influence of nonmaterial social factors, like
many of us, they have chosen to sidestep a debate of critical

importance. Here I am referring to the current divide between
those who would classify Hawai‘ian polities encountered at
the time of European contact as complex chiefdoms (Yoffee
2005) and those who would characterize late prehistoric Ha-
wai‘i as an archipelago of competing archaic states (see sum-
mary in Kirch 2005). While similar debates in archaeology
have not proven especially useful in moving the field forward
and in some ways hold us back, this study focuses on a mo-
ment in prehistory when classification matters (Pauketat
2007). The issue at hand is this—are we to interpret the shift
in practices documented here as having been accompanied
by a quantitative societal change (i.e., chiefdoms growing
larger), a qualitative societal change (i.e., the establishment
of state society), or some other type of societal change?

Karl S. Zimmerer
Department of Geography, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA 16802, U.S.A. (ksz2@psu.edu).

“Variable development” in the article’s title refers to the tem-
poral and spatial complexity of agricultural change in the
leeward Kohala field system (LKFS) on leeward Hawai‘i. Tem-
poral complexity is demonstrated in the fine-grain chronol-
ogy. Spatial complexity is shown in detailed mapping of ag-
ricultural areas including field plots. Ladefoged and Graves
produce a portrait of the development of agricultural areas
that was differentiated both temporally and spatially within
the LKFS. Their findings distinguish the significant later de-
velopment of the southern LKFS. Located at the geographic
margins, it was developed as an intensive producer of political
economic surplus.

The findings by Ladefoged and Graves of variable devel-
opment at the LKFS site represent the sort of substantial
advance that enables the rethinking of agricultural intensifi-
cation and intensive land use, which are the focus of my
comment. Though not foremost, these timeworn yet resilient
ideas are used in the article to make crucial connections of
LKFS’s fine-grain temporal and spatial complexity to the site-
specific mix of environmental factors and social agency pro-
ducing agricultural development and agrarian change. Both
ideas represent a powerful current. Intensification is a re-
markably versatile concept underpinning a continuing col-
lection of major accounts of agricultural and human-envi-
ronmental change (Turner et al. 1993; Zaal and Oostendorp
2002; Matson and Vitousek 2006). It refers to the diachronic,
directional change and interactions of measured state variables
and, also, to the situating of the social-environmental inter-
actions of agricultural change processes (Brookfield 1984;
Morrison 1996; Marcus and Stanish 2006). Intensive agri-
culture, which serves as a descriptive matrix rather than a
specific concept, provides capacious-style framing of the so-
cial-environmental (including technological) parameters of
farming systems and food production (2007).

My comment explores these ideas in Ladefoged and
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Graves’s study of the LKFS site. I apply the perspectives of
political and cultural ecology (to agricultural intensification)
and agroecology (to intensive agriculture) (Blaikie and
Brookfield 1987; Balée 2006; Zimmerer 2000, 2007). By fram-
ing my comment via these perspectives, I am attempting to
engage constructively yet critically with their findings in the
context of broad interests in agricultural development and
human-environment change, not only in Hawai‘i but also
with specific reference to intensive agriculture and intensifi-
cation in dryland farming (with emphasis on the twin points
of agrospatial organization and tuber crop complexes).

The fine-grain LKFS findings detail the relative late devel-
opment of intensive agriculture in its southern area. Inten-
sification, sensu strictu, is supported albeit cautiously given
acknowledged data constraints. But it is similarly valuable to
consider the other sense of intensification. The fine-grain
chronology and spatial resolution of the LKFS suggest a com-
plex pathway to intensification that combines territoriality
and incremental field-level intensification. In the LKFS this
distinct combination is inferred in ruler-level territorial man-
agement (e.g., the multifield and landscape scale of walls and
trails) and the chronological evidence of discrete field-level
changes.

The LKFS intensification pathway thus seems to contrast
some defining findings on dryland agricultural intensification
and agrarian change. Anthropologists, geographers, and oth-
ers examining territorial management and agricultural change
in dryland environments have found extralocal territorial con-
trol to serve as a means of protecting access (without inten-
sification) or alternatively have interpreted incremental field-
level changes as a process of autonomous, household-level,
and “bottom-up” aggregation (without higher-level territorial
management; Doolittle 1984; Stone and Downum 1999). By
contrast, the combination of landscape-scale territorial or-
ganization and the suggestion of field-level intensification out-
line the distinctness of the LKFS trajectory. Part of this dis-
tinctness would have been the rapid pace of small- and
medium-scale intensification across significant areas of dry-
land agriculture. If so, it offers an interesting and potentially
important comparison to well-documented scenarios of ex-
pansive intensification based on water control (e.g., irrigation)
with generally similar social conditions yet contrasting en-
vironmental parameters.

Intensive agriculture—premised on environmental param-
eters and social conditions—is demonstrated through Lade-
foged and Graves’s fine-scale dating of the assemblage of walls,
trails, field soils, and agricultural remains in conjunction with
their findings on settlements and population. Their demon-
stration of intensive agriculture is supported also through the
extensive array of related separate studies that have been com-
pleted on Hawai‘i soils and geologic substrate (especially nu-
trients), topography and climate (especially annual rainfall
and mean temperature estimates), and ethnohistory and en-
vironmental historical analyses that have been productively
coordinated and integrated with archaeology. Agroecological

functions of tillage figured prominently, an insight that Lade-
foged and Graves make integral to their study.

But one wonders whether there is a still more distinct agro-
ecological situating of LKFS dryland intensive agriculture than
suggested. It would have involved not only the mulching,
tillage, and management of soil fertility—essential ingredients
to dryland intensive agriculture to be sure—but also the use
and properties of the complex of tuber crops that the LKFS
was designed to produce. Indeed, intensive dryland agricul-
ture is frequently distinct where based on tuber crop com-
plexes. For example, often it is distinctive evolutionary ecol-
ogies of these crop plants (e.g., phenology of maturation
period) and adaptive management in response to moisture
shortages within agricultural environments (e.g., seasonal and
other scales of variation) that have enabled the expansion
and/or intensification of dryland farming in marginal envi-
ronments. While outside the article’s immediate empirical
focus, such functions would extend the suite of embedded
dynamics supporting intensive dryland cultivation in Hawai‘i.
Such agroecological characteristics must be seen as potentially
consequential given Ladefoged and Graves’s extensive fine-
grain findings on variable development at the LKFS site.

Reply

The development of Hawai‘ian dryland agriculture was a com-
plex process. For heuristic purposes, we divided it into two
phases or “pathways.” The first involved development of rel-
atively young geologic areas close to the coast that received
sufficient but not excessive rainfall. Secondary development
involved expansion into more marginal areas. While we de-
fined two phases, we recognize that development throughout
leeward areas was more of a continuum, although we suspect
that it was somewhat punctuated. Ayres notes that the term
“pathway” might be inappropriate since the secondary de-
velopment was a continuation of the first. While true that
later developments in more marginal areas were linked to
activities that occurred in earlier-developed windward and
leeward areas, we used the term “pathway” to emphasize that
distinct behavioral strategies were employed in the two con-
trasting leeward environments.

We monitored developments within five well-documented
dryland systems and found that two of the systems (Kona
and Kohala) were developed relatively early with subsequent
developments of marginal regions, and three of the systems
(Waimea, Kahikinui, and Kalaupapa) were developed some-
what later. For the Kohala system, Barber questions whether
there were two phases of development, positing the alternative
that the whole leeward Kohala field system (LKFS) was a late
precontact development. He suggests that the calibrated dates
from the northern and central portions of the LKFS have a
similar distribution to the dates from the southern portion.
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With the current data set it is impossible to be definitive, but
in relation to the southern area, the dates from the northern
and central areas do include a higher proportion of earlier
dates to younger dates. Furthermore, a higher proportion of
the earlier dates in the northern and central areas are asso-
ciated with residential features than those found in the south-
ern area, where there are currently no residential dates earlier
than the mid-seventeenth century. Finally, the main devel-
opment of walls and trails in the southern area is thought to
have occurred after AD 1660. The data thus suggests to us
that a larger proportion of the northern and central devel-
opment took place before the mid-seventeenth century,
whereas the majority of the development in the south took
place after this time.

The use of radiocarbon dates to document changes from
the fourteenth to late eighteenth century is problematic. The
standard deviation ranges are large in relation to the periods
to be discerned, and as noted by Kirch (2007b) and McFadgen
et al. (1994), the wiggle of the calibration curves compels
probabilities to fall into bimodal or trimodal distributions.
There is also the problem noted by Barber that charcoal can
survive and recirculate in agricultural deposits for an extended
period, producing ambiguous associations and results. Most
of our radiocarbon determinations come from underneath
agricultural walls or in a few cases, trails. They date construc-
tion events associated with the field system infrastructure, not
agricultural activity (which could conceivably have predated
or postdated the wall in that vicinity). The radiocarbon dates
are coarse compared to the relative construction sequence we
have generated. Our approach was to be as conservative as
possible, grouping together as contemporaneous only those
walls that were dated to the earliest radiocarbon interval and
which were also placed in the early construction phase of the
relative chronology.

Several commentators (Bayliss-Smith, Zimmerer) ex-
pressed the desirability to know more about the function of
agricultural walls and how they may or may not have en-
hanced production. As Bayliss-Smith notes, if the construc-
tion of walls did not enhance production, it is possible that
they were just social boundaries. Informal experiments dem-
onstrate their windbreak value, and given the recurrent high
wind speeds in the uplands of Kohala, this would have pro-
tected young plants from the wind’s damaging and desiccating
effects. Additional information is currently unavailable, but
ecologist Vitousek and colleagues have recently established
experimental gardens within the LKFS to determine the agro-
ecological characteristics of probable cultigens and the impact
that the walls might have had on growing conditions. We
concur with Zimmerman that this is important information,
and we look forward to integrating these results to determine
whether the development of adaptive management strategies
and the introduction of new crops, such as sweet potato, or
varieties might have provided novel opportunities for farming
in large tracts of leeward Hawai‘i.

The impetus for agricultural development is critical for

understanding local and more regional processes. Ayres ques-
tions whether the late-period expansion was not simply the
result of population growth. He notes that this might have
been the case on Rapa Nui, where he proposes political ag-
grandizement had minimal influence on agricultural produc-
tion. Yet on Rapa Nui, the construction of monumental ar-
chitecture and statues would have required surplus
production beyond the domestic level and certainly would
have played into political aspirations. Indeed, Stevenson and
colleagues (Stevenson 1997; Stevenson et al. 2007; Stevenson
and Haoa 2008) suggest that surplus production was required
for the construction of monumental architecture and that the
agricultural upland regions were abandoned around AD 1700,
when the social system underwent political restructuring. In
Hawai‘i, Kirch (and see Kirch 2007b) notes there was expo-
nentially population growth until about AD 1550, with sub-
sequent population stabilization into the late eighteenth cen-
tury. It is during this period of stabilization that agricultural
development in many leeward areas dramatically increases.
The LKFS paleodemographic data are only preliminary, but
because we can track both agricultural features and the num-
ber of habitation sites in the same area, we have concluded
agricultural development outpaced population growth in the
last phase of the chronology. We would agree with Bayman
and Bayliss-Smith that this late-period development makes
little sense unless we consider sociopolitical processes.

Hawai‘ian chiefs were certainly influential in the devel-
opment of leeward agricultural systems. However, we would
not agree with Claessen that only the actions of ali‘i nui were
important and the wishes and interests of commoners (and
by implication, secondary chiefs) were inconsequential. Land
would have been developed and managed through a complex
series of interactions, with a multitude of factions employ-
ing diverse behavioral strategies that probably varied by loca-
tion and changed over time. While the relationship between
chiefs and commoners could be interpreted as asymmetrical,
chiefs who exploited commoners could lose political support
(Cachola-Abad 2000). Zimmerer and Kohler raise several in-
teresting points with regards to the scale of production and
management of fields. Zimmerer suggests that the incremental
field-level changes could have resulted from autonomous
household-level aggregation. Kohler questions whether it is
possible to distinguish agricultural plots associated with family
groups from those associated with higher levels of bureaucracy
and how these might fit into our periodization of the LKFS.
On Maui, Kolb and Snead (1997, 613, 615) categorized ar-
chaeological features into “corvée projects where coordination
is centrally organized and participation is enforced,” “festive”
constructions “organized by communities or low-level elites,”
and “family ects” that lacked “bureaucratic involvement.” The
basis for categorization was “site function, scale of construc-
tion, and relative proximity to other known sites.” Kolb and
Snead (1997, 616) depict a ca. -m agricultural en-225 # 175
closure with ca. 440 m of interior walls and suggest that
because of its size and location, it was a “festive project.” In
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contrast, a number of spatially discrete residential sites with
small agricultural features were categorized as “family proj-
ects.” The LKFS shows a different configuration, and detailed
archaeological survey has recorded walls and trails forming a
near-continuous network of architecture as wide as 2.4 km
in a coast-inland transect; the network extends north-south
for more than 5 km and, indeed, probably upwards of 12 or
more kilometers. The -m sample area shown in600 # 500
figure 7 is fairly representative of the density of walls and
trails found throughout the field system, and the thousands
of residential and smaller agricultural features infilling these
plots are not shown in the figure. The empty spaces in the
figure are generally the result of historic disturbances or
gulches. The ca. 30-ha. sample area contains approximately
9.68 km of agricultural walls (some of which were earthen
embankments over 2 m wide and up to 50 cm high) and 4.19
km of trails. Given Kolb and Snead’s criteria, the plots defined
in our earliest and subsequent phases of agricultural devel-
opment, and indeed the whole LKFS, must be classified as a
series of “festive” or “corvée” projects. There are, however, a
number of indications that the level of production and man-
agement changed over time. The early plots in the detailed
study area cross a historically defined ahupua‘a territorial
boundary. These plots might have been farmed at the family
or local corporate group level when territorial distinctions
were not as significant as they were later in time. These plots,
however, are not small but rather relatively large. Late-
sequence plots, which tend to be smaller, are confined within
distinct ahupua‘a territorial boundaries. In this sense they
conform to the expectation that they are “intracommunity
boundary walls” identified by Kolb and Snead (1997) as “fes-
tive projects,” perhaps organized by large “suprafamily” or-
ganizations as characteristic of chiefdoms. Defining these plots
within territorial boundaries would have facilitated chiefs
monitoring production levels more closely.

The evidence for changes in these LKFS territorial bound-
aries comes from the spatial configuration and naming of
ahupua‘a territorial units depicted on mid-nineteenth century
maps, and the seriation and distribution of temples. As Bay-
man notes, there was a range of temples in ancient Hawai‘i
used for a variety of purposes. Our analysis of one class of
temple, community-level structures probably associated with
Lono and agricultural fertility, reinforces the notion that ter-
ritorial boundaries were dynamic and not defined at a single
point in time. While we lack extensive absolute dates for
temples, it seems unlikely that all upland LKFS temples were
constructed late in time. According to our analysis, the
boundary between Makiloa and Pahinahina was in place and
marked by an early temple before the boundary between Pa-
hinahina and Kahua 1 was defined. The definition of the
Pahinahina–Kahua 1 boundary postdates the construction of
walls that cross the boundary, and these walls postdate some-
time in the AD 1410–1670 range. While it is possible that all
boundary divisions in the area that were marked by four

different forms of temples were all constructed after AD 1650,
this does not seem probable.

Many commentators (Bayman, Claessen, Kohler, and Mc-
Coy) suggested that oral traditions would be able to illuminate
the sociopolitical and agricultural processes that occurred in
leeward Kohala. Cachola-Abad’s (2000) dissertation is cur-
rently the most comprehensive array and analysis of oral
traditions throughout the islands that is focused on political
relations and dynamics. She was able to create a relative se-
quence of 23 generations of chiefs up through Kamehameha
the Great who unified the islands in the early nineteenth
century. Her analyses and those we have recently completed
(Graves et al. 2008) provide a more nuanced view of com-
petitive and cooperative practices among chiefs. They also
highlight the different political trends separating the younger
western islands (Hawai‘i and Maui) from the older eastern
islands (O‘ahu and Kaua‘i). These traditions include relatively
less about agricultural practices, except to note successful
chiefs were generally attentive to the food requirements for
themselves and their supporters. The oral traditions also de-
note the increasing importance of chiefs from leeward areas
of Maui and Hawai‘i Island, and this very likely occurred with
the expansion of dryland agriculture to these zones. That they
could compete effectively with the more established chiefs
and polities in windward zones suggests they had resources
and human populations of approximately the same numbers.
This ushered in a period of considerable competition on Ha-
wai‘i Island punctuated by short periods of interpolity inte-
gration that did not survive beyond an individual chief’s reign.
In the last few generations before Kamehameha, the geo-
graphic scale of interaction and cooperation, as well as ag-
gression, grew substantially, involving multiple chiefs from
different islands.

This brief summary highlights some of the limitations of
oral traditions—they speak largely of chiefs, and paramount
chiefs at that. Ali‘i ‘ai moku (district chiefs), na li‘i okana
(chiefs of multiple, contiguous ahupua‘a), konohiki or ali‘i ‘ai
ahupua‘a (chiefs of individual ahupua‘a), the latter of which
would have been most directly involved with coordinating
and managing local scale agricultural production, are not well
represented in the oral traditions. What oral traditions do
assert is that konohiki managed agricultural production in
tandem with haku (leaders of related households within an
ahupua‘a). Households were assigned lands to farm, and ko-
nohiki set tribute or taxation requirements for those house-
holds that farmed. Households were also expected to con-
tribute labor toward the cultivation of the fields of chiefs (ali‘i
ko‘ele). Those who did not meet their obligations could be
evicted and replaced by others. It was, however, in everyone’s
interest to have mutually reinforced expectations of the other.

In our writing about behavioral decisions made by people,
Kohler notes our multiple and vague use of the term “opti-
mal.” He is correct that we have used the term in at least
three ways. Most often, we used the term “optimal” to ref-
erence the suitability of regions for growing dryland crops,
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primarily sweet potato. The critical parameters for growing
sweet potato include soil nutrient levels (which are a function
of the age of the geologic substrate, temperature, and rainfall),
minimal rainfall levels, and distance to the coast (Ladefoged
et al. 2004, n.d.). In this case, when alluding to “optimal”
areas we were implicitly referring to farmers maximizing pro-
duction levels in terms of tonnage per hectare, assessed for
groups with access to regions, over a period of decades. We
also used the term “optimality” when we referred to the first
phase or pathway of agricultural development being located
in “optimal” (as defined above) areas, thereby requiring less
human effort to produce a set quantity of agricultural produce
in these areas. Finally, in our previous analysis of dynamic
territorial boundaries (Ladefoged et al. 2008) we used the term
“optimal” to refer to the distribution of territories that max-
imized life expectancy, and in another instance, surplus. In
the case of “optimal life expectancy,” we were referring to a
sequence of territorial areas in Kohala that when modeled for
agricultural production produced varying estimates of life ex-
pectancy and potential surplus. Out of a number of territorial
configurations, this modeling identified one that was “opti-
mal,” defined here as individuals maximizing life expectancy,
using the average life expectancy at birth as the currency,
assessed for individuals, over a period of hundreds of years.

Bayman makes the point that many anthropologists have
concluded that marginal agricultural localities were not man-
aged by chiefs but rather were utilized by disenfranchised
social classes. The Hawai‘i case of dryland agriculture may be
instructive, as “marginal” is a relative concept based on the
quality of the remaining land in a territory available for de-
velopment. The areas we identified were probably the last
available regions for intensive reliable dryland farming. We
should note that there were many other even more marginal
lands, particularly those low in rainfall, that could only be
opportunistically cultivated (e.g., in years of heavy rainfall)
and which were not targeted by chiefs for intensive agricul-
tural investment.

One implication of our research has to do with surplus
production in dryland agricultural contexts. Given the in-
herent year-to-year and spatial variability that we have doc-
umented for dryland systems in Hawai‘i, relying on surplus
in these regions to support high population densities would
not have been ultimately successful. This is one reason we
suspect that surplus production was redirected toward other
purposes, for example, livestock (pigs and dogs) or tribute to
chiefs. This scenario is consistent with the statement by Bay-
liss-Smith: “Instead of emphasizing improved output, these
authors emphasize the benefits of reduced risk of harvest
failure on marginal land. In other words, drainage, irrigation,
walls, and terraces might constitute a kind of insurance policy
rather than a bid for surplus production.” We also argue that
as more marginal environments were targeted for agricultural
production, these needed to be part of a larger system of
integration across diverse environments. This is clearly dem-
onstrated in Kohala, as the district incorporates both dryland

and wetland agriculture within the same political unit. It also
appears that chiefs attempted to integrate even larger areas,
particularly on Hawai‘i Island and Maui, in order to combine
the resources of the wet and dry.

It is this feature of late prehistoric societal change in Hawai‘i
that probably led to the increasing geographic scale of political
integration to include multiple districts in wet and dry en-
vironments and ultimately across islands. We believe this shift
included other structural and organizational changes among
elite, such as development of multiple levels of chiefs to man-
age resources, people, and lands. Whether this constitutes a
shift from complex chiefdoms to a state level of organization
may depend upon the particular theoretical orientation of
archaeologists. Certainly, Kamehameha’s successful conquest
constitutes a state level of organization. This was accompanied
by a number of changes (increasing numbers of mates for
ali‘i nui, increasing scale of aggression and cooperation, re-
distribution of lands to junior chiefs) whose combined quan-
titative effects produced a transformation of traditional Ha-
wai‘ian sociopolitical organization.

The study of Hawai‘ian dryland agriculture that began de-
cades ago has recently increased in scope, scale, and detail.
The collective results of this work put researchers on much
firmer ground when it comes to understanding the articu-
lation of leeward agricultural development with sociopolitical
transformations. Ongoing research in windward areas should
allow us to empirically evaluate some of the linkages between
these diverse environmental settings in the near future. It will
only be at that point that we will begin to gain a more holistic
and nuanced appreciation of the complex processes that oc-
curred throughout the archipelago.
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